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Young Wild .West . Betrayed by a,Creaser
OR, SEALED IN AN AZTEC TOMB
\

By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER !.-Saving the Life of a Greaser.

,

JULY

The rays of the burning sun fell with relentless
force upon the dusty, white sand as a party of
riders were making· their way over a portion of
the vast desert of southern Arizona. The party
consisted of Young Wild West, the well-known
boy her9 and champion deadshot of the West, and
his friends. The companions of the young deadshot, as he was familiarly called, were his golden
haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout, and his wife; Anna; Jim Dart,
a plucky Wyoming boy, and Hop and Wi~ Wah,
who were brothers employed in the capacity of
handy man and cook by our hero and his friends.
Young Wild West and Arietta rode at the head
of the party with the ease and gtace that had
so often brought forth exclamations or admiration from those who had been fortunate enough
to see them in the saddle.
The rest of the party, with the exception of
the two Chinamen, were attired in costull}es
similar to those worn by Young Wild West , and
Arietta. Hop and Wing wore the raiment peculiar to their race, but as they all rode along, the
two Celestials brin:ging up the rear and leading
wo well-loaded pack-horses, they certainly made
a picturesque appearance. Our hero and his
friends had come down to that Wild and arid part
of Arizona for no other purpose than to search
for fortune · and adventure.
At Tombstone
rumors had reached them to the effect that somewhere out on the desert among the fantasticahaped rr
Q11d barren hills, the ruins of an
Aztec vi____ _
buried.
"Well, Et,'
id the young deadshot, as he
shaded his eyes with his hand and looked over
the glittering sea of sand that lay beyond, "I
reckon it's getting a little too hot for real comfort. We will have to halt pretty soon in the
shade of some cliff. Since we are in no particular
hurry, we may as well wait till the sun gets down
low in the- west. Then we can' proceed on for
alf the night."
"That is right, Wild," the igirl answered, with
an approving smile. "It is rather warm, and
though I am quite used to the burning S!,lD, ~ ca~•t
say that I fancy it a great deal. I thrnk 1t will
'be a good place to halt over there near that high

piece (?f rock that looks as though it J!light be
the rums of some sort of ancient edifice. Surely
we will find plenty of shade there."
"All right, that is where we will stop, then.
The place is not more than two miles ahead."
Then the boy turned in the saddle and called
out, sharply:
"Get a move on the pack-horses, you heatJ1en.
We are igoing to stop pretty soon and it won't
hurt them to make a little sp.urt."·
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply from
Hop and Wing, almost a s if in one voice.
Then they pressed forward at a faster gait
the horses seeming to take courage, as if the;knew they had but a short distance to go before
they could have their needed rest. It was not
very long before the objective point was reached
and then with something like a sigh of relief°
Arietta swung herself lightly to the ground b~
ing the first to alight.
'
"Here is a nice little grotto!" she exclaimed.
"and it is well shielded from the sun. I can
already feel that it is cooler."
"That ain't sayin' so very much, though," spoke
up Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, as he mopped
his perspiring brow with a big bandanna handkerchief. "It's hot enough in ther sun ter fry
salt pork, an' it ain't an awful lot better hera.
Ther blamed air is so dry an' full of dust that a
feller can't breathe as easy as he would like ter.
But I ain't goin' ter put up no kick about it.
I'm used to all sorts of climates, an' I never git
sick, no matter whether I'm up in Canada in
ther winter time, or down in Mexico ther Fourth.
of July. We've struck out here ter hunt up
somethin' in ther way of excitement, an' at ther
same time git hold of a little old-f~hioned gold.
what's been buried somewhere by Aztecs, or
some other folks wh~t never knowed ther value
of it. If we don't git w)iat we're lookin' for I'D
miss my igµe ss-;) too."
The two Chinamen were already busy in u:n-,
loading the pack-horses, but they did not start
to put up the two tents they carried with them,
since they ·had heard their dashing young leader
say that they were to travel until late into tu
night. Theil\ water kegs were quite full, so aft«
some hay and oats they had with them had bee•
given , to the ho1·ses, enough of, the life-giviq
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fluid was out into pails to serve to quench their
thirst, But they were altogether too warm to
drink now, so having seen to that nart of It,
Hop took a seat on a rock and watched his
brother, who was very busy at preparing the
noonday meal. There was nothing for the rest
to do just then, so after he had rested a while,
our hero rose to his feet, and nodding to his
sweetheart, said:
"Come, Et, we'll climb to the top of the cliff
and get a view of the surrounding country. We
have been a day and a half on this desert now,
and it is pretty .nearly time we saw some signs
of someone else here. It can't be that we are
alone in this pait of the country, for there is ·
a so'rt of trail running across here into old
Mexico. The border line can't be more than
twentv miles distant."
Wild led the way up the rugged ascent. The
two finally reached the summit of the rugged
ascent, and then as they looked off to the south
they were n·of a little surprised to see a horse- .
_pian riding swiftly -towara them.
"Looks like a greaser, Et," the young deadshot
observed, as he nodded to his companion.
"Yes, Wild, that's just what he is, too. He
don't seem to have anything with him. .I
imagine that he is nearly dying from thirst."
The horseman was not more than half a mile
away when they first saw him, and as Wild took
off his hat and waved it over his head the fellow
saw the boy at the top of th '! cliff and made an
answering signal rather weakly, as they could see.
They waited there until he came up close under
the side of the cliff, and then Young Wild West
_
called out:
.
"Hello, stranger I"
"Hello !" came the reply, with something like
a gasp, and then they saw that the horseman,
who was a Mexican, was in a very bad condition,
indeed.
"Ride around to the right," said the boy, motioninig with his hand in that direction.
The Mexican nodded, and then our hero and
his sweetheart turned and started down the
cliff. As they reached their companions they
found the horseman there. His horse had fallen
and was lying upon the ground, just as he 1·eached them, and Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
were assisting the rider to his feet.
"Ther greaser is putty near a case, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie said, as the young deadshot
stepped up. "I reckon a little water will do him
·
a bit of good jest now."
"Well, just give him some, Charlie. Hop, give
the horse a little, too. I reckon that's what he
needs badly."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the next minute
both man and horse were eaigerly quaffing the
water that was tendered them.
Hop attended to the horse, which was a lean
cayuse, and in a very short time he had the
animal on its feet, not much the worse for its
fall. Meanwhile the Mexican horseman was led
into the shade and placed in a reclining position
on a blanket. A little · more water was given
him, and then Hop Wah came forward, smiling
blandly, holding a small flask of whisky in his
hand.
"You takee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, my gleaser
fliend," ·he said, as he poured a little in a tin

cup. "Lat makee you feelee allee samee muchee
good, so be."
The greaser swallowed the liquor at a g11lp,
and then, after a swallow of water had been
igiven him, he seemed to feel a great deal better.
"Thank you, senors," he said, fervently. "You
save-a my life. Me never forget you."
"That's all right," Young Wild West retorted,
with a smile. "You'll soon be yourself again, I
reckon. What is your name?"
"Gavillo my name. Me verra good man, but
bad men fight me and send me away with no
water. Me verra ·near die, but you sllve-a my
life. M~ never forget."
When the coffee was ready he was given a cup
a_n4 then was ready to eat with them. , By th;
time the nooday meal was finished Gavillo was
very talkative, and he related a story to the
effect that he had discovered the buried ruins of
an ancient village and had led four other- Mexicans, whom he had considered to be his friends
to it, for the purpose of unearthing the treasure
that must be located somewhere there. When he
had showed them the ruins, they had turned
upon him and ordered him to leave, declari.lliJ?
that there was only enough there to be divided
amon~ the four- of them. In spite of his protestations they had forced him to ride away wtthout food or water, they knowing well that it
would take him at least two days to get clear
of the desert,-if he did not get lost on the way.
He had got lost, so he declared, and it was
nearlv three days since he had tasted any water.
As he said this, Cheyenne Charlie shook his head
and whispered to Jim Dart:
"I don't believe that galoot when he says that.
He could _nev~r ha':7e stood it so many hours withou~ a d_rrnk In this hot p~ace."
I thmk he could. He is a very strong man,
as you can see, Charlie," Dart replied.
When he had related his story Gavillo asked
for another drink of water, which was given him.
Then he calmly rolled a ciigarette and lighted it.
"Me feel verra good now. Me never forget
da kindness of a da Americans. Da Chinee verra
good-a man, too. He give me some · whisky."
"Well, Hop generally tries to have whisky
wherever he goes, though he is very often without it, at that," Wild answered, with a smile.
"I suppose he stocked up at the last mining camp
we stop,ped at, and it is lucky for you that he
had a little left."
"Me no gottee some more, M,isler Wild," declared Hop, who was listening to the convention.
"Me d!inkee ~llee _upee lille1; while ago."
. Gavillo snnled _rn a peculiar sort of way as he
lo~ked at the Chmaman, but he gave a nod and
said:
"Me hav:e-a one drink; dat all right. Me got
..
plenty, and me thank da Chinee."
"You velly muchee welcome, Misler Gavillo."
Hop answered, cheerfully. No say some more
'boutee."
The Mexican then asked their names, and when
Wild had told him he gave a nod, and gazing off
toward the south, exc!aimed:
"Senor Young Wild West, you come with me
and you get da igold dat is buried in da Aztec
ruins! You save-a my life, and me give-a da
gold to you. You have to fight da fqur bad
Mexicans, but me help-a you. What you say?"
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Gavillo insisted on shaking hands with the
"Well, Gavillo," our hero answered, "as we are
always looking for excitement, and at the same scout for saying this,and then he a,g-ain repeated
time are not backward about taking treasures his declaration that he would never forget them.
that we ·can get, we will go with you . I reckon · Every time he said this Hop would smile, and this
if we run across the four scoundrels who were time the clever Chinee looked hard at the scout
ad enough to drive you away without any water, and said:
"Misler Charlie; you allee samee gittee velly
we will take care of them, all r~ht. We ~ill go
rnuchee mad when me say me velly smartee
with you to the Aztec ruins."
The greaser a:Fose and offered his hand to the Chinee, so he. You say me say lat too muchee
timee. Um glea~er, he allee samee say ·he no
boy, who took it, and the two shook with a hearty
forgittee us velly muchee. Maybe pletty soonee
grip.
"Me never forget you, Young Wild West," you gittee mad at him, so be.''
Gayjllo declared.
As they we1;e riding along shortly after leaving the camp it occurred to the clever Chinee
that it was . about time to show Gavillo how
CHAPTER II.-On the Way to the Aztec Ruins. smart he was. But Cheyenne Charlie saw what
he was up to, and not wishini.~ to have any cause
Toward the end of the afternoon a breeze for a delay, the sco_A.t dropped back and kept
1
sprung up, and then Young Wild West knew that them apart.
"Greaser," said he, turning to Gavillo, "I want
the trail the greaser had made would be obliterated. When questioned on thi~ point the ter tell yer something about this heathen. If
you don't look out ther first thing ~u knew
Mexican nodded his head and said:
"Me find-a all right. Me know where to go. he'll be havin' some fun with yer."
"What you-a mean by dat?" and Gavillo
But me 'fraid da bad men me left there will shoot
showed no little surprise.
me when they see me.'~
"Well, he's a magician, an' he's up to all kinds
"You needn't be afraid of that," the you~
deadshot answered, quickly. "We'll take care of of t1·icks. Ther first thing you know he'll be
havin' a snake around your neck, or something
hem, and don 't you forget it."
This seemed to satisf y him, and when it came like that.''
time for supper, for they meant to eat before
"A magician?" and the Mexican turned his
they again set out, he offered hi s assistal_lce. But gaze upon the face of the innocent-looking Chinathis was .refused by Wing, who was boss of that man, who was smilint?," blandly.
.
part of it, and did not need anyone to help him.
"Yes, you know what that means, don't yer?"
The sun was yet nearly an hour high when the
"Well, I'll tell yer what it means, then," the
meal was eaten, and then our friends were scout went on. "It's a sleight-of-hand performer.
not long in mounting and setting out for the He kin make yer think he does things when he
desert again. It was now quite cool, and Wild don't. He'll take a pack of cardsJ for instance,
figured that they ouight to cover at least thirty- an' cut any card he says he will. You can't see
five miles before they stopped for the night. It how it's done, of course, but he kin do it, jest
was just about midnight when they came to a halt ther same. Then, again, he's got a way of makin'
and the two Chinamen were ordered to unload the one thing turn into another after he covers it
pack-horses. But one of the tents was erected, with his handkerchief. He says he's a mighty
and this was for the convenience of the girls.
smart Chinee, an' you kin bet he is, though I
Even though they were on the vast desert, the don't like ter hear him keep sayin' it all ther
usual watch was kept until morning. The Mexi- time. I might say~ now that I don't like ter hear
can slept soundly, and it was necessary to arouse you say that you'll never forgit us every once
him after the rest were up and breakfast was in a while.''
ready. He declared that he felt all right now,
"Verra smart Chinee," said Gavi!lo, not nond even remarked that in case the companions ticiIJtg the last of what the scout said.
vho had, treated him in such a cruel way dare
They rode on over the hot desert without
oppose him he would show them how well he meeting anything that was living until shortly
could fight. His weapons were a carbine, a re- before noon, when they saw a solitary vulture
volver, and a long-bladed knife, and he remarked high upon a rocky crag.
that he was thankful that they had not been
"That looks comfortin' like, don't it, Wild?"
taken from him ,before he was driven away withobserved the scout, with a grin, as he pointed to
out food or water.
the huge bird of prey that was picking away ·at
"Well, thei:-e ain't only four of 'em, so I reckon its feathers.
,
there won't be much fightin' done," said Cheyenne
"Well, Charlie, that bird looks as though he is
Charlie, smiling grimly. "Excuse me for sayin'
it, Gavillo, but four greasers don't amount to ther waiting for • something to eat," was the reply.
"Maybe he was followin' ther greaser.''
scratch of a match, when it comes to real fight"That might be. But I reckon he won't have
in'."
a chance to pick any flesh from his bones, not
"The Americanos are very good to me. I
yet a while, anyhow.''
never forget them."
The vulture se~ed very bold, for it never at"You have said that a lot of times, so I s'pose
er must sartinly mean it. Well, we don't tempted to fly away, and when it was almost
directly over their heads, Arietta, who detested
ant no pay for what we've done for you. I
reckon if it had been an Injun we found dyin' vultures, anyhow, unslung her rifle, and without
for ther want of a ,drink of water, we ~ould have stopping her horse, threw it to her shoulder and
taken him in, jest ther same. Don't think that took a quick aim. Crang ! As the report rang
out the vulture came tumbling down and landed
we done anything that's worth mentionin'."
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almost upon tl.e Mexican's head. He turned very
pale, as he looked at it, and then directed hie
gaze upon the girl who had made such a won·
.
derful shot.
"The senorita knows how to shoot," he said,
looking at Wild.
"Yes, I reckon she knows pretty well how to
handle a rifle, Gavillo," was the . reply.
The Mexican looked very solemn for a minute
or two and said nothing. But it was quite plain
that he admired the girl greatly for the shot
/she had made. A few minutes before noon the
party found a place that would suit their purpose and halted.
"We'll stop here this afternoon until it cools
off before going any further," Wild said. "Now,
then, Hop, you and Winig get a move on you.
l reckon I can eat a very l~ood dinner, even if it
is hot enough to roast us. II
While the noonday meal was being prepared
Wild thought about the water, so he asked the
Mexican • if there was any to be found at the
Aztec ruins they were heading for.
"Me hear dat there plenty-a water there," was
the reply. "Me no stay there long enough to see.
The bad friends I had made me go away. You
save-a my life, and me never forget you."
Hop, who had finished seeing to the horses,
heard this as he came up, and he igave a nod of
satisfaction, which Cheyenne Charlie was not
slow to notice.
"Ther heathen is goin' ter play some kind of
a trick on ther greaser," he thought. "Well, I'll
let him go ahead. Maybe he kin break him of
sayin' that he'll never forgit us. I'll bet afore
Hop gits throU,:h with him he'll make U]) his
mind that he'll never forgit him, anyhow."
As Gavillo started to l"Oll a cigarette, Hop
stepped up quickly and knocked it from his hand
as though by· accident. But, of course, it was
done intentionally, though Gavillo evidently
·
thought it was not.
"Mi\ vellv solly," Hop declared, blandly. "You
tly some of my tobackee. Me gotte velly goodee
tobackee, so be."
Without waiting to see whether the Mexican
would accept his offer or not, the Chinaman took
the book of cigarette papers from his hand, and
selecting one of them, sprinkled some tobacco,
as well as something else that no one saw, into
it. Then he deftly rolled a ciigarette, and bowing
politely, handed it to Gavillo.
"Thank you, Senor Hop. Me smoke de cigarette
verra nice."
A broad grin came over the face of Cheyenne
Charlie, for he fully expected to see the cigar go
up in a flash, since he had an idea that Hop
had put gunpowder in it with the tobacco. But
when he saw the Mexican smoking calmly away
for a full minute he began to think that Hop
was not quite ready to begin his fun with the
fellow. But the next minute a startled cry came
from Gavillo, and holding the cigarette out ~
arm's length, he exclaimed:
"Look-a da t ! A · little snake come from da
cigarette!"
Gavillo dropped the cigarette and stepped back,
his face very pale. _
"I never heard tell of a galoot seein' snakes
from smokin' cigarettes, but I've . often heard

of 'em seein' 'em from drinkii:i' too much whisky,"
observed the scout, with a laugh.
This caused a smile all around, for all our
friends knew quite well that Hop had performed
1
.
a~~
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, smiling at the
man he had played the trick upon. "You no likee
um cigarette?"
The moment the cigarette struck the ground
the whole thing went into ashes, as there was
nothing visible of the so-called snake.
"Me no like, Senor Hop," declared the Mexican, shaking his head. "Da cigarette taste verra
good, but me no like."
"Allee light. Maybe you likee smokee um
goodee cigar, len."
"No, me no .yant da cigar."
"Allee light. Me showee you nicee lillee tlick,
so be. Me allee samee very smartee Chinee."
Hop now drew forth the big yellow silk handkerchief he used to assist him in performing his
magic feats, and after giving it a flourish or
two, dropped it to the ground right over the
spot where the ciigarette had fallen. The Mexican stood stock still, and watched with all his
eyes. Then Hop busied himself by arranging the
handkerchief in some particular way, and finally
he arose to his feet and clapped his hand together, at the same time exclaiming:
"You takee uppee um handkerchief."
But the greaser shook his head. It was evident that he was one of the superstitious sort,
and he did not care to become mixed up in anything that was beyond his comprehension.
"You takee up um handkelchief, Misler CharUe," said Hop, turning to the scout.
"All right," was the reply. , "Now, then,
grea:ser, jest to see what's under it."
Charlie lost no time in taking hold of the
handkerchief, and then he gave it a quick jerk
from the ground. The Mexican uttered a cry
of dismay, and jumped backward, for there lay
what appeared to be a rattlesnake coiled ready
to strike. But it was simply an imitation snake
of .rubber. This was something Hop had used on
many occasions, and he always had it with him.
Of course our friends laughed when they saw
how frightened the greaser was. But Hop was
not done yet. He coolly stooped and took the.
rubber snake by the neck, and by twisti~ his
wrist slightly he caused it to wriggle as though
it was trying to escape from him.
Then he started for Gavillo, as though he
meant to show him what it was. With a cry
of fear, Gavillo turned and ran as though for
his life. It was not until Wild ran after him
and told him that the snake was merely an imitation that he 'would come back. When he
found how he had been tricked, an angry glitter
shone in his eyes for a moment as he looked at
the clever Chinee, but he forced a smile and
sat down.
CHAPTER III.-The Greaser DisapP.e-ars.
G1.villo, the greaser, smoked two or three ciK_arettes after he had recovered from the effects of
Hop's joke, and then he crept away to a shady
spot and lay down upon his blanket. He slept
ther• until it was time for supper, but this waa

.,
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only following up the habits of the J!eneral run
of his race, who take afternon naps regularly
when they can get the opportunity. Several
uestions were put to him during the prQgress of
he meal, and he answeted them in a way that
made them all think he was a truthful fellow.
Be did no boasting, nor did he grow enthusiastic
over what he found in the ruins in the way of
treasure. It was yet a little before sunset when
Young Wild West mounted his sorrel stallion and
led the party once more in the direction they
were heading. The sun soon disappeared, and
then it was Iiot long before darkness came. But
they rode on, keeping their horses at a pretty
pod gait.
Gavillo depended a igreat d~al on the compass
be carried, and our hero felt that he knew pretty
well what he was doing. Midnight came, and then
a halt was made, and they retired to rest, keeping
the usual watch. Shortly after daylight in the
morning they were off again, though the Mexican, who was a lazy, sleepy fellow, as Cheyenne
Charlie said, had to be aroused when breakfast
was ready, as usual.1 After breakfast they pushed
on again. The sun was just a s hot as ever, and
it was anything but pleasant to travel under its
corchi:nig rays. But they continued on, and finaly noon -came, with no signs of anything Hke the
ruins of an ancient town or village. A halt was
called, and they prepared to take it easy as the
heat would permit until it was time to $et out
again. The dinner was cooked and eaten, and
then Gavillo smoked for about half an hour and
went to sleep again.
"I thought Wing could beat anything at sleepin' that I ever met," the scout declared, as \he
looked at Gavillo, who was sno'r ing away upon
his blanket, "but , that greaser galoot sartinly
goes ther limit."
"Well, W'ing is dozing over there now," Jim
Dart spoke up. "He does that every chance he
·
can get, you know."
"Yes, but you kin wake him putty quick, 'cause
he ain't more than half asleep generally. Ther
greaser is snorin' away as though he was never
goin' ter wake. I've a notion ter let Hop stir him
up when if comes time for supper."
"We are not going to eat supper here, Charlie,"
id our hero, with a smile. "We are going to
leave here a little before four, and when we
strike the plqce Gavillo is leading . us to .we will
have somethii).g to eat there as we go into camp."
"Yer ain't so sure of gettin' there by that time;
Wild," and the scout shook his head. "How do
yer know but what that galoot is lyin' about it?"
. "Well, I hardly think he is, Charlie. I do think
he is a little afraid about going any further, since
he thinks the four men who treated him so badly
·
will .shoot him."
. "Well, maybe you'r~ right, but I, for one,
am goin' ter keep a watch on Gavillo, as he calls
himself. When it comes ter wake him I'll let
Hop do it a little sudden like."
"Well, if you feel that way, Charlie, go ahead.
I don't know as it will harm the greaser any. It
ight break him of his laziness."
Even though he has spoken about Wing and
the greaser being fond of sleep, the scout took a
nap himself for about an hour that afternoon.
The rest all felt sleepy, too, and more than one of
them could have been found dozing before the
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time came to set out on the march again. It was
just about a quarter to four by Wild's watch
when he announced that they would mount and
proceed on their way. Cheyenne Charlie 1:ave a
nod of satisfaction, and stepping over \ :h)se to
Gavillo, found that he was still sleeping ~oundly.
"Hop," said Charlie, jerking his thumb toward
the sleeping Mexican, "don't yer think that galoot
oughter be woke up mighty sudden like?"
• "Lat light, Misler Charlie','' was the reply. "But
Misler Wild no likee."
"Well, he don't care, 'cause I told him I wa..1
goin' ter let you give ther Mexican a surorise,
Now, I tell yer what you do. You git one ot
them big firecrackers ·what you have always got
with you ready, an' I'll touch it off. Then if
ther greaser wants ter blame any one for it, an'
gits mad about it, he kin look to me for satisfaction. To tell ther truth, Hop, I don't like him a
whole lot."
Hop smiled blandly, and soon produced one of
the homemade crackers he always made it a point
to have with him. The scout lighted his pipe fir~>t,
and then taking the cracker, he stepped softly
over to the sleeping Mexican. He did not want
to injure him any, so he placed the cracker neav.his feet and then lighted the fuse. As he did thit\,
Hop stepped up and began sprinkling some gray,,
ish powder all around the sleeping man.
"Plenty smokee, so be, Misler Charlie,!' he said,
with a igrin.
"All right, we'll let her go at that. Now, then,
go ahead an' look after them horses. If yer don't;
they'll be apt ter light out when ther firecracke?
goes off:"
They had just got well out of the way when
the cracker exploded with a terrific report. It
was followed instantly by a brilliant flash, and
then a dense smoke completely enveloped Gavillo.
No one had a chance to see him spring to his feet,
buf the girls, who knew nothing of the plot to
awaken him so rudely, were astonished at first.
However, when they saw Charlie and Hop laughing heartily, they knew right away who was responsible for it. Cries of mingled fear and
rage came from the smoke · now, and in a few
seconds the form of the greaser . apueared running for his life. Hop ran to meet him, and
catching him' by the arm, exclaimed:
"You fiends allee samee comee here and shootee
off um cannon, so be.· Velly muchee fightee;
lookee outtee."
· "What you-a say?" demanded Gavillo, as he
looked around excitedly. -"Where my friends?"
At this juncture Wild stepped forward, and
.
taking him by the arm, said:
"See here, Gavillo, you have been doilljg so much
sleeping since you have been with us that someone in the party thought it would be a good idea
to wake you up suddenly. . It was simply a biff
firecracker that exploded, that's all. Now, don t
get angry over it. But see to it that you don't
do so much sleeping in the daytime hereafter.
It don't.look well. It shows· too much laziness,
.
in fact."
"Da Chinee make da big noise, eh?" and the
greaser frowned deeply as he turned his gaze
·
toward Hop.
"No, Gavillo, the Chinaman did not do it thia
time. Don't blame it to him."
wwho do it, then?"
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The greaser was now very angry, and his hand
slipped toward the hilt of his hunting knife.
"If you want to know who don·e· it, greaser,
I'll tell yer mighty quick," said the scout, stepping
forward. "I set off that 'big cracker, 'cause I
thought you was deservin' of bein' woke up in
that way. Now, lf you're mad about it, jest say
so. But it was only done for a· little joke."
"All a-(_ight, Senor Charlie. Me no go to slee
any more. Me verra sorry."
.
"Well, get your horse, Gavillo," spoke up_ our
hero. "We are going to find tjie Aztec ruins before dark now, so we will have to get a move on
us."
"Vve get there in two, tl).ree hours, Senor West,"
was the reply.
Five minutes later they were ready to leave,
and then they all rode around a bend in the cliff
and headed over a large patch of alkali sand,
where the cactus grew in profusion, toward a
high elevation that lay some five miles distant.
Gavillo soon came riding up to the head of the
line, and pointiill&' to the elevation, he exclaimed:
"Dat where da ruins is, Senor West. We get
dere quicker dan I thought."
They set out a little faster now, and gradually
they neared the spot they were heading for. But
it was not easy traveling, since they had to pick
their way through the cactus, which prickled
the horses' legs every now and then, and caused
them to become very uneasy. But at length this
trouble was overcome, and they found themselves
riding over a stretch of hard earth that was so
dry that it was crackinig in many places. They
rode on until finally they came to the mouth of a
wide cavern hat showed on the left. Then it was
that Gavillo appeared to be very uneasy, and
holding up his hand, he said:
"Dere where my bad friends make me go away
with no water, Senor West.'.'
"A11 right, Gavillo. Come on; we'll go right
over there and see r.ow things look."
The young deadshot turned his horse to the
left and they -all followed him until they came
to the cavern. A cooling draught of air seemed
to come from the wide opening in the side of the
·cliff, and dismounting, Young Wild West gave a
nod of satisfaction.
"Now, then," said he, "I am satisfied that there
is water close by, for the coolness of the air
makes me think that way. That's the first thing
we want to find. Never mind the four Mexicans,
Gavillo. We will take care of them if they happen
to show up."
Gavillo gave a nod and dismounted with the
rest of them. Wild unhesitatingly stepped into
the cavern and found that it extended back into
the earth. It was dark there, too, but when he
had gone about twenty feet he was satisfied he
heard the faint trickling of water in the distance.
He knew quite -well that such places usually
abounded with water, mostly from underground
streams, and satisfied that they were igoing to
get what they-needed so badly, for the little they
had with them was, yery warm and was scarcely
fit to drink, he turned and called Hop to fetch
a lantern.
All hands came crowding into the · cavern now,
for they were all eager to find the water. As
the lantern was brought to him Wild held it up /
and looked around. When he saw that the greaser

was not with them he turned quickly toward the
mouth of the cave.
"Come on in, Gavillo," he called out. "Don't be
afraid."
But just then the clatter of hoofs came to his
ears1 and he realized right away that Gavillo was
leavmg them. Rushing outside he was just in
time to catch sight of him as he disappeared
around a juttinig point of rock some forty yards
distant.
"The greaser has left us!" he exclaimed, turning to his companions.
"I ain't surprised a bit, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said, as he ran forward. "You'll find that
that galoot is might y treacherous."
CHAPTER IV.-Gavillo Finds a Treasure.
Gavillo was unquestionably a villain and Cheyenne Charlie had made no mistake when he suspected that he was not altogether straight. While
it was true that the greaser had been driven away
by the four men who had accompanied him in
search of the Aztec treasure, he had been deceiving Young Wild West and his friends from
the very start. Every time he told them he would
never fol'!get them for their kindness in savinp;
his life, he was thinking of some way to rob
them. As our friends hur'ried inside the cavern
the greaser, who had dismounted, stood by his
horse and looked anxiously around. It was the
place where he had las~ seen the four Mexicans,
and it occurred to him that they must be somewhere about. He was gratified when he saw one
of them but a short distance away, peering from .
behind a rock. CAsting a look at those who had
entered the cave, and who were not looking toward him, the villainous greaser suddenly mounted his horse and rode away. As he reached the
rock behind which the man he saw had taken refuge behind he found him mounted and ready
to ride along with him.
"So you have come back, have you?" the fellow said, in Spanish.
"Yes, I have come back to return good for evil,
Miguel," was the reply.
"Oh, I understand. You have brought the
Americans here so we may- rob them. I was
watching, and I saw you ride up with them."
Fearing that . they might be pursued by Young
Wild West and his partners, the two rode on and
soon turned to the left and rode through a narrow passa,ge that was barely wide enough for
two horses to travel abreast. Once at th'e other
end of this passage and they came to an opening
in the ground, which was no doubt part of the
cavern our friends had entered.
"Now they may follow -us if they care to,"
Miguel said, with an ugly grin- "I have no love
for Americans, Gavillo."
"Nor have I, Miguet,'' was the reply. "They
saved my life, I think, but what does that count
for? Nothing, I say. They think I am fool
enfgh to lead them to where a vast treasure lies,
so
y may take it and turn me aside, as you and
yo
friends did the other day."
'Don't mention that aigain, friend Miguel. I
have already told you I am sorry it happened.
The others feel that way, too, as you shall soon
see."
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Through the cave Miguel led the way in the
11arkness, but it was only a short distance before
'they came to another passage and then they rode
into a cave that was fairly well lighted by means
f an irregular opening at one side. Standi_ng in
a. corner of the cave were the three Mexicans,
who had been playing cards while their companion
went outside to look around, .so he .miight ascertain
if any one was comi.nig that way.
They still expected that Gavillo wo~ld return
to them, and hence they looked for him at any
time. When the three saw that he had returned
they promptly stepped for ward and made themselves friendly with him.
"Shake hands, Gavillo," one of them said.
"I am sorry for what-happened the other day."
"So am i." the second said, as he put out his
hand.
"And I am doubly sorry, 11 declared t,he other.
"Speak no more of it," Gavillo declared. "I
have returned, and I have brought some Americans with me, whom I deserted just now. I
brought them here so that we might rob them and
thus add to our wealth in case we failed to get
anything worth while from the ruin s."
•Gavillo speaks the truth," Miguel spoke up,
ith a nod. "I saw the America n s. I was w~•chng when they rode up and dismounted be.'ore
the mouth of the big cavern. He wa ited until
they went inside, and then he mounted his horse
and rode toward me with all speed. It is well,
my friends."
Gavillo looked proudly at them when he was
borne out in his declaration.
"Tell them all about what happened to you
while I will go out and watch for the Ame.ricans,"
said Miguel, after a pause. "It may be that
they'll follow us her e, and if they have done so
they will suffer, for I will shoot them down if they
attempt to come through the passage. "
He· quickly took his departure, leaving his
horse in the cave. Then Gavillo coolly rolled a
cigarette and related exactly what had befallen
him since he left them a few days before. Neither of the three seemed to suspect that the man
they had driven away from them without food
or water would seek revenge. But that is where
they made a mistake. Gavillo h&d deceived Young
ild West, though Cheyenne Charlie and Hop
Wah had been somewhat suspicious of him. If
he could do, that much he surely could receive
those of his own race.
"So you "haven't found the treasure yet?" he
asked. "Have you sear ched well, my friends?"
• "We haven't half gone over the ruins yet," one
of them answered.
"Suppose you show me the ruins. I consider I
am lucky, since so much has happened in my
favor in tQe past few days, and it .may be that
I will find some of the buried treasure."
"Good! We will go at once. Mlj&'uel will.know
where we are, in case he returns."
Eager .to get down into the ruins which he had
not yet seen, Gavillo followed the three into another passage, which led downward in a steep
escent. One of them carded a lantern, which he
ad lighted before starting, and by its light they
could see their way fairly well. Down they went
for perhaps a hundred feet, and then they found
themselves in what appeared to be the crater
of a volcano. High abo_ye their heads the light
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was admitted, but was hardly sufficient to enable
them to see distinctly what was there. But there
was no question but that it was the ruins of' an
ancient village of the Aztecs, for masonry and
blocks of stone lay in heaps, while here and there
pieces of pottery were disclosed to view among
the dust and debris. Broken columns lay on the
right and left, and 'b efore him was part of a stone
dais that had an altar resting ~upon it. Hideo\18
faces were carved upon the masonry in representation of the sun in human form, which sug.gested that those who had built the temple in the .
days gone by were sun worshippers.
"You have been here before?" Gavillo asked,
nodding to his companions.
"Yes," came the reply.
"And you found no gold?"
'' No."
" Did you move this altar?"
"No," and the three shrugged their shoulders.
as though they were superstitious about touching
such a sacred relic.
Gavillo laughed lightly and he noticed that they
seemed afraid to touch the altar, and steppin~
forwar d quickly he threw his shoulder against it
and cau sed it to topple over with a crash. A
cloud of dust arose, but he did not seem to mind
this in the least, and bending upon hi s knees, just
as, though he was sure some.thin~ of value was
there, he peered into a cavity. Reaching down
with both hands, he touched something that
caused him to give an exclamation of delight. Up
came his hands, and stepping before his startleo
companions, he said:
"Look! l s not this gold? It is the old Spanish
gold that was brought across in the ships when
the Spaniards came here to conquer Montezuma.
The Indians must have igot some of the Spanish
gold and they brought it here. History tells us
that they did get plenty of it, and hid it where
the Spaniards could never find it. There is plenty
in the hole I have ji;ist found, so we need not feel
that we will not be well paid for coming to the
buried ruins."
Slowly the three Mexicans recovered from the
awesome feeling that had come over them, and
finally one of them took some of the golden coins
in his hand and jingled them. It was music to
their ears, and soon they went to the opening
with Gavillo, who reached down and scooped out
the golden coins until he must have had at least
five thousand dollars worth lyi.nig in a heap on
the smooth stone that formed the dais.
" "I· told you I was lucky!" the villain exclaimed.
Now, then, one of you go and tell Miguel. He
must see this with his own eyes before we take
it from here."
"Yes," another exclaimed. "Monte, you go for
Miguel."
The .ma~ called Monte gave a nod and was
about to pick up the lantern, so he might find
his way back.
"Hold on!" Gavillo exclaimed. "We must not
be left here in the dark. We will all go back
Leave the gold where it is."
·
The ~our cast a longing look at the heap of
gold coms, and then slowly wended their way
to the passage that would take them upward to
th!! cave they had D}ade their headquarters in.
Miguel had not returned, so Gavillo led the way
to the outside of the cave, where he knew the
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man must be. But when they got to the end of
the outer passage nothing was to be seen of him.
"What can be keeping him out here, I wonder?"
Monte remarked, looking alarmed. "Can it be that
the Americans have call\lr.ht him?"
"It, mav be so," Gavillo answered, a peculiar
s~ile showing for an instant on his face. "But
I hope not. They are dangerous people to fool
with. Young Wild West, their leader, though
but a boy, has a way of doing things that few
could possibly do."
The fact was that the villain would not have
cared one bit if Miguel had been 1shot by Young
Wild West, for he meant to have the gold he had
found so quickly all to himself before he took
his departure from the ruins. They did not venture far out of the pisssage, for all four of them
thought that their companion had been caught by
the Americans, and they did not want anything
like that to happen to them. After waiting for
fully fifteen minutes Gavillo shrugged his shoulders and suggested that they go back into the
cave.
"It may be that Miguel will return shortly.
'Perhaps he is spying upon the Americans," he
said.
As Miguel had been the leader of the little
expedition to the ruins, the other three seemed at
a loss just what to do. ·
"If Miguel fails to return after a reasonable
length of time, it will be our duty to look for
him," he said, after a pause. "A little more of
that rare old wine, Monte."
A juig was then brought forth, and all drank.
Gavillo did not appear to be the least bit alarmed
but the others did. They kept at it until the jug
was empty, and by that time all four were beginning to get rather tipsy. It was getting near
sunset now, and the light was growing dimmer
in the cave. Finally, when it grew so dark that
the light that came from the lantern was all that
was afforded to them, Gavillo arose and suggested that they again pay a· vi~it to the ruins
below. He had the three under perfect control
now, and they at once assented. But just as they
turned to enter the passage that would take them
downward, something flew across the cave and
hit the rocky wall. Startled, the four rascally
Mexicans turned to see what it was. There was
a sharp hiss, and then-Bang! A loud explosion followed, and they
were nurled to the ground.

CHAPTER V.-What Charlie and Hop Did.
_,/

Cheyenne Charlie shook his head when Young
Wild West said there would be no need of following the greaser just then. '
"Yer oughter try an' find out where he's goin'
ter, Wild," he said. "S'pose I go along ther cliff
on foot an' try ter find him. -- .
"Well, Charlie, if ycu want to do that, you can.
I have no objections, I am sure. But I have an
idea that Gavillo may have seen the/ rascals
hiding around here somewhere, and ,.l hat ·h e is
either goinig to try and make friends with them.
or he got frightened and rode away."
"Well, I'll igo a little ways, anyhow."

As the scout started to follow the direction
the Mexican had taken Hop Wah ran after him.·
"Me go, too, Misl?.r Charlie," he said.
"All right, heathen. Come on. If we do happen ter find ther galoot hidin' somewhere, you
kin set off another frecracker."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie."
Wild made no objections, so the two soon
went on around the anigle of rock. The very two
who had been somewhat suspicious of Gavillo
right along were now on his track. The two
kept -o n and at lengt h came to the passage Gavillo and Miguel had turned in after they met.
"Ah!" exclaimed the scout, in a low tone of
voice, as he nodded to tne · Chinaman. "Here's
where they went. Well, Hop, you git ready ter
set off a big firecracker at an instant's notice.
There ain't no tellin' jest when we'll run across
'em. There's so many hoofprints here goin' both
ways that it's easy ter see that ther galoots
must have a headquarters back in here. Most
likely it's in a cave, somethin' like ther one we
was in when the ,greaser lit out in sich a hurry."
The Chinaman gave a nod, and then showed
his companion that he had a cracker all ready
to light whenever the time came to do it. As
they neared the end of the first passage they
suddenly heard footsteps approaching. The scout
shot a swift glance around him, and seeing a
good-sized niche at the left, he took Hop by the
shoulder and forced him into it, following quickl1'
himself. His action was not a second too soon,
for just then the figure of a man showed up
around a turn of the narrow passage. It was
light enough for the scout to see that he was a
Mexican, but he was not Gavillo. Charlie✓ was
well satisfied that the fellow was an enemy, even
though he had never seen him before. He meant
to capture him and do it without making much
noise, too. Miguel, for it was he, came along
rather swiftly now, and when he reached the
niche the scout leaped out, catching him by the
throat with his left hand, and hela the muzzle
of a revolver against his forehead with the other.
"One little sound, an' it will be your last second on earth!" he exclaimed, in a low tone of
voice.
The Mexican gave a gasp, for his wind was
choked off. But he quickly realized that his life
was in danger, and as Charlie let up a little on
his throat, he said, in a hoarse whisper:
"No shoot. Me a verra good man, Senor Americano."
"Well, I hope yer are, but I don't believe it,
jest ther same. Now, then, you have got ter go
with me. Hop, jest take charge of that gun he's
· got. Take ther knife, too, an' then he won't
have a chance 'ter show any treachery."
Hop gave a nod and quickly relieved the Mexican of his weapons.
"Now, then," said Charl\e, as he let go his
throat, and took him by the collar of his shirt,
"you jest march right on out of this here passage. Don't yer start yellin' out for your friends,
'cause if you do I'll µut a bullet through your
head."
"Me good, honest man, senor," Miguel declared.
"Now, then," said the scout, "we'll take yer
back here to where our friends are. There's a
boy there whose name is Young Wild West, an'
he might want ter ask you some questions."
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"All a-right, senor. Me no afraid, for me as though he felt that the leader of the party was
verra honest man."
now coming to hear his tale.
•
"Well, come on, then, an' jest remember what
"Well, you don't look so, but I will take your
l told yer about yellin' fer your friends. Don't word for it until I find out something different,"
you open your mouth -above a whisper."
the young deadshot answered.
Miguel, who seemed to have partly recovered
Then Charlie told how he had caught t};le Mexfrom his astonishment and fear, gave a nod to ican as he was coming throuigh the passage.
show that he understood, and then walked along Wild listened until he was through, and then he
with the scout and Hop. As they reached the looked at Miguel sternly and said:
mouth of the big cavern they were met by Jim
"I don't believe you , Mr. Greaser. I have got
Dart and Eloise, who had remained there to an idea that you ·have caught Gavillo and are
watch while the rest had gone in search of the holding- him a prjsoT1er." ·
.
water they had heard trickling in the rear of the
"You go with me and I show you that you make
a mistake," declared the Mexican, just the vestige
cavern.
"Who is that you have with you, Charlie'!" ~ of an evil smile showing on his face.
"Oh, you will, eh? Well, I reckon you a1·e not
asked Dart, in surp1·ise.
"I reckon he must be one of them four greasers goin11; to lead me into any trap. You wHl stay
that Gavillo told us about," the_,_scout answered, right here until I become satisfied as to what sort
with a grin. "We catched him comin' through of man you are. Take charge of him, Jim."
"I reckon me an' Hop will go back the1·e an' see
a narrow passage up here a ways."
Miguel was really quite a crafty man. and if we kin see any more greasers," said Cheyenne
when he heard the scout speak of Gavillo, he Charlie, suddenly.
decided to make it 2.ppear that he and his friends
"That's right, Charlie. Go ahead," and Wild
were strictly honest, and that Gavillo was a nodded approvingly.
scoundrel.
· The two hurried back to the passage, and after
"You see da man named Gavillo?" he asked, listening for a minute or two and hearing nothJooking at Jim in affected surprise.
ing, Charlie boldly stepped in and proceeded
"Yes, and I reckon you have seen him, too,"
alonig,- with Hop close at his heels. They went on
"He no good. He verra much thief. He try until they reached the end, and then they saw
to steal from his friends and we make l1im go it was dark ahead of them.
away. Where is he now?"
"Me igot candle in my pocket, Misler Charlie,"
"I reckon you know putty well where he is, whispered Hop.
you sneakin' coyote," the scout spoke up.
"\Vell, we don't want no light jest yet," was
"Me no see Gavillo since four days," declared the reply. "Jest listen for a minute or two an'
the prisoner, affecting great earnestness. "He is we.'11 see if we kin hear anything."
a thief. Me no want to see him. He come with
Then he li stened and it was not long before
me and three other honest men to look for they heard the sounds of voices coming from a
treasure in da ruins dat is supposed to be some- distance. The scout gave a nod of satisfaction.
where around here. When we all go to sleep,
"Jest foller me, HoP;" he said, and th~n, reGavillo got up and took some money from my volver in hand, he began stepping forward in
friend's pocket. My friend wake up and call to '-the direction the sounds came from, feeling his
/ us. Then Gavillo run away and take his horse. way at every step. Through the cavern they
He ride very fast in the dark~ and we no ketch went until they saw daylight faintly ahead of
him. Dat de last we see of Gavillo. He a thief. them. Then as they rounded an angle they came
He no good."
to another passage and saw the light from a lanThe story was quite plausible, and Jim nodded tern a few yards ahead. A few seconds later the
to Eloise and said:
scout caught a glimpse of four forms as they
"That sounds reasonable, don't you think so? were leaving with the lantern. He waited until
Can it be that the greaser was able to deceive us the light had disappeared, and then taking Hop
like that?"
·
by the arm, whispered:
"Well, Jim, I felt right along -that he was ,no
"Come on here. Here's ther hang-out of
good," said Charlie, quickly. "But somehow I ther galoots, I reckon."
can't exactly believe that this galoot is tellin'
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
tber truth about it. I feel as though he knows
Feeling that they would not return right away,
where Gavillo is right now."
he proceeded to make an investigation of the
Miguel shook his head.
cave. It was not fitted uu in much style, but
"Me no lie, senor," he declared.
"If me there were blankets and cooking utensils there to
catch Gavillo me feel like kill him. He verra bad show that some one was occupyi:nig ft ;1s a livingman."
place.
·
•
"All right, I reckon we'll see what Wild says
"Hop," said Charlie, "I reckon we'll hide here
about it."
an' wait an' see what happens. I want ter find
Just then Wing came from the rear of the cave, out whether that galoot called Gavillo is here or
~arrying a pail of water. He was followed by not. Either he's a liar or ther galoot we caught
Wild, Arietta and Anna, the boy carrying a is one. Jest settle down an' take it easy for a
lighted lantern.
while. I reckon we won't be long in findin' QUt
"Well, Jim," our hero called out, "we found all about it.',-,
the water, all r~ht, and it is as cold as ice, too.
Hop gave a nod, an,p then the two secreted
Why, hello, Charlie! Who have you there?"
themselves in a coJlvenient niche and waited.
"We've got one of Gavillo's friends, I reckon," It was not very long before they heard footsteps
tbe scout answered.
coming through the passage near at hand, and
"Me good, honest man," spoke up the prisoner, then the four Mexicans returned, after havuc
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discoveref'! the treasure. The wine drink ing and
conversation that followed was quite . interesting
to the t wo hiding ones, but t hey were quite willing to wait, Hop was itching to light the fu se
of the firecracker he had ready, but Charlie
advised him not to do it. The fact that a treasure had been found somewhere below them made
him anxious to go and investigate. Finally he
decided to take the risk of leaving his hiding-niche to go down and look into the ruins. Knowing that Hop had a candle, he felt that t here
would be a good chance if they once eluded the
four Mexicans.
He whispered to Hop what he thought about it
and received a nod of approval. Then watching
their chance they crept softly from the niche and
were soon going softly down the passaige. When
they were far enough away to make ii safe, Hop
·lighted a bit of candle he had and they proceeded
on until they reached the big cavern and found
the ruins. As he had' listened to what was said,
though it was spo\{en in the Spanish langt!age,
Charlie knew pretty well what had taken pla ce,
for he ·understood the lingo of the Mexicans
- pretty . well, though he could not speak it much
himself.
"Hop," said he, "I don't s'pose you understood
a word what' them galoots was talkin' about."
"Not muchee, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
"Well, I did. I kin understand ther .Mexican
lingo a little, an' as I heard 'em talkiri.' about a
lot of money they found, we may as well have it."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You say lat before
we go down."
Thi s wa s the truth, fo r Cha rlie had whi sper ed
to Hop something to that effect before they left
the niche.
"Now, then, where is ther treasu1·e? That's
what we wa nt ter find out," the scout went on to
say. '
"We lookee, Misler Charlie," and stepping fo rward with t he lighte"d candle, Hop began making
a search of the Puins.
It was not long before he came to the pile of
gold coins that lay upon the dais.
"Here um tleasure, Misler Charlie," he said,
his eyes opening wide at the sight of the glittering gold. "Velly nicee money, so be."
It did not take the two long to gather up as
many of the Spanish coins as they could conveniently car ry with them, and tben the scout
decided t o hide .the rest where it would be difficult for the villains to find them in case they
had a chance to come back there.
"Hop," said he, when they had done this, "we'll
try an' g it out of this blamed place without lettin' them four ,galoots know anything about it.
Don't you bother about shoot in' that firecracker
off until I tell yer."
The Chinaman nodded, so the two made their
wjly cautiously up the ·a scE!nt and were soon
peering into the cave where the four rascally
ttreasers sat talking. They had finished their
jug of wine by this time, and were in quite a
tipsy condition. The scout thought they could
risk it, so he laid his hand upon Hop's arm and
nodded for him to come on. Then the two
emerged from the pass~ge, and keeping close to
the rocky wall, started to -get out. Hop had
extinguished the candle, of course, but when he
looked at it and saw that there was a spark upon

the wick yet, he could not resist the temptation
to touch the fu se of the cracker to it. He did
this without the knowled«e of the scout, and as
they were nearly to the opening that would
take them . through the passage to the outsideworld again, he hurled the cracker right into the
midst of the four Mexicans.
Bang! As the explosion sounded, Cheyenne
Charlie was really as much startled as the
greasers . . But he knew what Hop had done, of
course, and instead -of trying to make his escape
from the place, he sprang toward the Chinaman's
victims and exclaimed:
"Hands up, you sneakin' coyotes! I reckon
you're my prisoners!"

4-

CHAPTER VI.-Cavillo's T1-iumph.
Not knowing that the scout had remained in
the cave, Hop ran as though for his life, and
quickly emerged from the passage.
" Me bettee go and tellee Misler Wild velly
muchee quickee," he muttered.
"Misler Charlie a!lee samee foolee . He no
lun outee. Maybe he velly muchee mad because _
me makee um fireclacker go bang!"
He r a n swiftly to the cavern, where he found
the camp had been pitched.
" Hully 'Uppee, Misler Wild! " he exclaimed.
"Misler Cha rlie allee samee in tlouble, so be.
You hear um fireclacker go bang?"
"Yes. we hP'lrd it, Hop," the young dead shot
retorted. "I was just going to try and find out
what was up."
"You come light away, len. Misler Jim, . he
keepee um p!isoner."
Wild lost no time in following him to the pass~ge. Perhaps five minutes might have elapsed
from the t ime Hop exploded the cracker to when
he led Young Wild West through the passage
into the cave. When they got there all was in
darkness, though they could smell the smoke ouite.
plainly. After listening for two or three minutes
and not hearing a sound that would indicate the
presence of any one in the vicinity, the boy stepped cautiously into the cave where Hop told .
him the four Mexicans had been when the ex- ~
plo.sion occurred. It was as dark as a pocket
there now, so the young deadshot took the risk
of lighting a match. Hop quickly brought forth
his piece of candle, and then they were able to
look at their surroundings. But scarcely a .minute had p assed after the candle had been lighted
when a stealthy footfall was heard from somewhere. Wild quickly blew out the light, and
placed his hand upon Hop's arm for him to keep
quiet. They got close against the wall of the
cave and waited. Nearer came the footfalls, and
then a match was suddenly struck, disclosing
the form of Gavillo. Our hero watched him
closely, wondering what. he was up to. Then it
.was that he heard the Mexican say, in a low tone
of voice :
"Me save a-you, Senor Charlie. Me a verra
good friend. Me come back to da four bad Mexicans and make them believe me ·a friend. But
me want to 1get revenge on them, so me let you
go. Me ver ra good a-man, and me never forget
you."
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Much to the astonishment of Wild and the he was much put out about it. "I saw them just
Chinaman, the igreaser used his knife two or as, thev were going, but there were three of them
three times, and then Cheyenne Charlie arose to and I dared not fight. It is too bad, my friends.
We got the big American and we could have done
his feet.
"All right, greaser," they heard him say. "I as we liked with him. But now he has vot away."
"How did they get into the cave to find him?"
reckon you inust be all right, after all. I'm
sorry I thought anything different. I sorter one of the greasers a sked.
"How did any of them get into the cave you
thought you wasn't very anxious ter make me
a prisoner when them other galoots upset me might ask," Gavillo answered, with something
an' knocked my gun from my hand. It's all right. like a sneer.
"That is true," and the questioner shrugg,ed his
I'm much obliged ter yer. If you come here to
make them galoots ,t hink you was . their friend, shoulder s. "But where is Miguel?"
"They have caught Miguel and they are
jest to git revenge on them, I s'pose ft's all right.
holding him ·a prisoner. You ight be sure of
I can't say as I blame you much. "
"That's right, Charlie," said Wild in a low tone that," declared Gavillo. "That is why I wanted
of voice, as he stepped forwar d, at the same time to keep the American. We could ha ve made them
striking a match a nd holding it to the wick of let Miguel go by cau sing them to think that
we would let their friend return to them. But
the candle.
Gavillo gave a start when he found there were I didn't mean to do that. I thought we could arrange it so Miguel would get his liberty, and then
oihers in the cave.
"Senor West," he whispered, hoarsely, "me we could kill the · An;erican. We must kill all
the Americans, you know. They have found the
·
veri,a glad to see you."
"That's all right, Gavillo. I heard what you treasure and the man we caught had some of
just told Charlie, so' let it go at that. You go the money in his pockets; But we took t hat a,,.ay
ahead and get the best of' your enemies if you from him and tied him, thinking he would be safe
until we came down to see if the rest of the rg old
can. We'll help you if it ·is necessary."
"You help me and we find plenty gold in da was still here. It is not here, as we found out.
ruins," the greaser declared. "But make a-no It is too bad, my friends. We are going to have
noise now. Da bad Mexicans down in da ruins. trouble with the Americans."
"What are we to d·o?" Monte finally asked,
Da look for the gold which is gone."
"Well, I know where that is," the scout spoke looking at his companions, helplessly.
"Set a trap for Young Wild West," • Gavillo
up, with a chuckle.
"Good!" and Gavillo appeared,, to be pleased. answered, quickly. "You leave that to me, my
"Now you go away. Send Miguel back, and .make friends. I consider that I am shrewd enough
him believe you think he tell da truth. You leave to find a way to get the best of them all."
Then it was that Gavillo's craftiness came into
a-to me, and me make a-you all verra rich. Me
good a-man. You save a-my life and me never play. He advised the tbree to wait there in the
darkness until he went up and questioned the
forget you. "
Wild did not )mow just what to think of the prisoner as to the whereabouts of the gold coins.
"I will make him tell me, or I will kill him,•
g_reaser, but the fact that he had given Charlie
his liberty forced him to think that he must be he said. "You stay here until I return."
all right, even though he had left them in such
So the three remained there in the darkness,
a sudden manner when they arrived at the feeling in anything_ but a comfortable state, for
they w!ilre S!) supers'titious that undoubtedly they
mouth of the cavern.
"Come on, Charlie," said he. "I reckon we'll could 1magme • they saw ghosts iJ:nd other spirlet Gavillo have his own way about this thing. itual visitors. But when Gavilla' came back and
We'll go on back to the cave and let the prisoner reported that the prisoner's :friends had engo as he wants us to do. Then we will see what tered the cave and rescued him they were more
astounded than ever, and now they were willing
will turn up."
"Jest a§ you say, Wild," and the scout promptly to leave it to the good judgment of the crafty
started to follow him as he turned toward the scoundrel who was not only deceiving them, but
Young Wild West and his friends as well. Takpassage.
Hop went along, .too, and Gavillo watched ing the lantern, Gavillo started to make a search
them until they) were disappearing. Then he of the ruins.
At length he climbed to the top of a pile of
called out, softly:
broken columns and square slabs of rock that
"Me show you that me a verra j!"Ood friend,
had tumbled there hundreds of years •b efore, perSenor West." ·
Gavillo waited for perhaps three minutes after haps. Once at the top he held the lantern over
our friends· had left the cave, and then he ~an and looked down upon the other side. A cool
scampering about, at the same time uttering draught of air was coming from that direction,
shouts of anger. Suddenly he picked up the and he knew right away that there must be an
lantern and dashed into the passage that led outlet close at hand.
"Come," he said to his companions, "we will
downward to the ruins. As he neared the foot
of the descent he called out wildly to his com- . go down here and see what there is to be found."
When they had walked perhaps twenty feet
panions, and they came running to meet him in
they suddenly came into the open air. The stars
much alarm.
"What is the matter?" asked Monte, looking we.re shining brightly, and as they looked around
at Gavillo in amazement, and speaking in his they saw that they were in something that reown language.
sembled a courtyard, which was nearly square
"The Americans came into the cave and found and probably covered an acre of ground. In the
the prisoner," lied the villain, acting as though center of this was a square building that could
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not have been larger than twenty fe et each way.
"I am your leader," he said, bluntly. "What
It was built of stone and had a massive door to does this mean, anyhow?"
it. · When he boldly approached it, lantern in
"It means," answered Gavillo, quietly, "that
hand, the y i!lain's comnanions held back. A you have failed to prove you1·self a.. good leader,
·curiously fashioned lock tirat had almost ae- and I have been chosen to act in your stead. But cayed wit h age was upon the door, but one blow I promise you that if you follow me and do as
from a piece of rock which lay handy by, broke I wish you shall rec~ive ·a true share of all we
it and then Gavillo kicked the door open. A find in the way of treasure. How could you be
cloud of dust ·came out, and brushing it away here if it were not for me? When Young Wild
from his eyes, he boldly stepped inside, being- West was leaving- here, after cuttinig lose the man
compelled to go down two or three steps. There we held prisoner, I called out to him that unless
was nothing there but half a dozen bi g urns he permitted you to return here inside of half an
that stood as ~h as barrels. There were of hour I would see to it that he and his compottery, ,and the decorations were fanfastic in the panions died suddenly. I meant what I said,
extreme. The treacherous greaser advanced to Miguel, and I can do it, too. I have g-reat power.
one of them and removed the cover. It was Ask our friends if that is not so."
Miguel was a little startled at thi s, and when
filled with ashes.
"Not worth much," he muttered, a s he re- the other three quickly bore out the villain in al!
placed the cover. "I tholl(g'ht perhaps I would he sa id he submitted quietly and said no more
about the leadership. A smile of trium ph showed
find gold."
He went to another and found it to contain upon the face of Gavillo when he noted that his
ashes, also. Then it was that Monte ventured rival was beaten.
to · come in and look around, he, no d:>Ubt, f eel"Now, then ," said he, after a pau se, "it is my
ing th at it was more comfortable to be within orders that we· leave this place and find new
the ravs of the lantern than outside ;n the dar k~ quarter s. Gather up what you will take with
ness. ·As he looked around and saw the hideous you and get your horses."
faces at one corner of the chamber that was
All but Miguel were quick to obey, but he folcarved into the stone dais, he gave a shudder lowed their example, and a few minutes later
and stepped back. Gavillo, who seemed to be they were leading their hors es out through the
passage.
without fear in that resoect, laughed lightly.
"That can't hurt you, Monte," he said. "Why
does your face turn white? No doubt those who
built this tomb worship the sun, and that is
CHAPTER VII.-Explorinig the Ruins
meant to be an image of it. Come on. We will
look about and see what is to be found here."
By the ti_me they g?t back _to tl)e cave, CheyMonte plucked up sufficient courage to call the enne Charlie had quite a different opinion of
other two, and they soop came in. Then they . Gavillo, though he declared that such a man
made a search of the tomb, but found nothing could hardly be trusted, after all.
that was regarded as being of any value to them.
"First he's one way an' then he's another "
"Well, my friends," said Gavillo, shrugging he said, shrugging his shoulders, as they we;e
bis shoulders a s he turned to leave the tomb, I talking it over after the return. "But I ain't got
have just been thin king that this is a fine place much of an opinion of a galoot as will deceive
to lure Young Wild West to. If we once iget him them what thinks he's a friend."
.
here we could pay him well for having come here
""Never mind, Charlie," said Wild, shootinJ?
to interfere with us. The more I think of it the a warninig glance at him, for Miguel was still
more I feel that I must get him to · this tomb, a prisoner in the cave. The scout understood,
and seal it, so he may die by inches. What right and he gave a nod.
'
have the Americans to come and search among
A fire had been kindled outside the cave by
the ruins here. If there is anything to be Wing. The1e was no wood to be found in that
found it belongs to our race, who are the de- region, but quite a plentiful supply had been
scendants of the conquerors of the Indians who brough t with t hem. The pris.oner, lying back
once lived in this country. Come, we will go in the cave, looked out at our friends, appealingback and see if Mtguel has returned. I fancy ly. It was evident that he feared he was going
that we will find him there :y.raiting for us."
to be put to dea th. When Wild finally went to
The three Mexicans were glad enough to .leave him and cut loose his bondsr. Miguel igave an exthe place, and they waiked along quickly with clamation of delight.
their leader.
Mounting the wall they had
"Thank you, senor," he said, his eyes lighting
climbed over, they reached the spot where the up.
gold had been found, and then were soon going
"Never mind thanking me," was the retort. "I
up the ascent to the cave. When they -got there am going to let you go because I told Gavillo I
a voice called out from the darkness, and they would do so. Now, then, you can ,get away from
at once recognized it a s belonging to -no less a here as soon as you like, for we have no further
use for you."
person than Miguel.
·
The Mexican did not have to be told twice,
"My friends, I told you he wouldd be here when
we got ba-ck. Am I not a good prophet?" and and as he walked rapidly away he called out:
"Me thank you all very much. Good a-night!"
Gavillo smiled with pride as he nodded to his
"Do yer know one thing, Wild?" said Charlie,
pale-faced companions.
"Gavillo is a great man!" Monte declared. after the Mexica;n had disappeared from view.
"We hadn't oughter let that galoot go. 1-t only
"From this time on he shall be our leader."
Miguel now stepped forward, showing that he makes one more of 'em to be ag'in us. Gavillo
must mean all right, or he never would have
did not like the way the man spoke.
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sneaked away from ther others an' cut me loose.
He sartinly didn't know you an' Hop was in ther
cave at ther time."
"No, h e certainly didn't, Charlie. That is what
makes me believe that he nieans all right."
"Well, I sorter noticed when ther iraloots
ketched me that he didn't do much toward tyin'
me up. But I was mighty sartin jest then that
he was as bad, if '110t worse, than any of ther
rest. Well, we'll see how things turn out. I
had quite ~ pile of gold in my pockets when they
ketched me, but they took care ter take it all
away."
"Well, that's all right. You hid the rest of
the pile, and they are not likely to find it very
soon. Anyhow, Hop managed to get away with
what he took from the ruins."
"Me gottee - allee liight, Misler Wild," Hop
spoke up, with a bland smile. "Me thlinkee me
allee samee _gottee about six bundled dollee. Lat
velly goodee."
"Well, it belongs to you, so just take care of
it," the young deadshot answered.
"If we no gittee some more, me allee samee
divide uppee, Misler Wild." ·
"Well, that's all ri,ght. It wouldn't be worth
bothering with in that case. Six hundred- dollars between eight would not make much."
"Allee liight, Misler Wild."
It was a r ather late supper they ate that day,
but it t asted just as good for the waiting.
"I suppose we'll start to look for some of the
treasure in t he morning, Wild," Arietta observed, as t he young deadshot fini shed his meal
and a i·ose to walk around a bit.
"Yes, E t," was t he reply. "The first thing in
the morning we will st ar t in to look around here.
- Charlie and Hop have already been down among
the ruins of tlie Aztec village. But I have an
idea .there must be more than one way to get
down there, a nd if we can find it, it will be all .
the better for us. We will begin our search as
soon as he had eaten breakfast to-morrow
morning_. But we will have t o be very careful,
for the Mexicans will be watching us, I SUPpose."
"Well, we must be watching them at tlie same
time, Wild."
"Yes, of course. "
"Anyhow, Gavillo would hardly let them do
much against us. He is deceiving them for the
purpose of revenge, and he means to find what
treasure he can and then beat them out of their
share."
"Yes, I suppose that's what he's up to. It is
not a very nice piece of business, I must say.
But I suppose there is no use of us interfering
with his plans. He is a peculiar sort of Mexican,
Gavillo is."
"Very peculiar," and. the girl shook her head
gravely. "I don't know as I would care tG trust
him too far, in spite of what he has said and
done."
"Well, I don't mean to trust him too far, of
course. Th~re will be no necessity for doilll&' so,
as far as I can see."
The two walked around for a while, being careful to kept a watch. for the appearance of any of
their enemies~ Our friends knew quite well that
they could not trust Miguel, for he would not
regard his liberty as being a friendly term to
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him. · Such villains never appreciated anytbing
that was done- for them. The water our friends
had found in the big cave was probably two
hundred feet from the mouth, and as there were
no passages leading from it, Wild -decided that
they need fear- no danger from the interior of
the cave. After the supper was over, Wild carefully extinigu.ished the fire, so he might use the
pieces of wood that had not altogether burned
for another time. The two lanterns were lighted,
and these gave sufficient light for those in the
~
camp.
Nothing was seen or heard of the Mexicans,
and when it came time to retire for the night the
us'Yll watch was appointed by Wild, and then all
but" Charlie sought their blankets. Young Wild
West knew perfectly well that the scout would
never once relax his vigilance, so he fell asleep
and slept soundly. Jim Dart took second watch
and everything passed quietly, and finallv it came
time to a'rouse Wild. The boy had slept enough
for one night,· anyhow, and he promptly relieved
Dart.
But it seemed that it was not necessary to keep
a watch, for nothing happened, and finally daylight came. Wild was not long in arousing the
cook, who promptly -..yent to work making preparations for the breakfast. Before it was ready
the rest were up and stirring. Then the yom1g
deadshot and Arietta took a short walk to see
if there were any traces of the Mexicans. But
they saw nothing that would indicate their presence in the immediate neighborhood, and so came
back and ate their breakfast. This being over
.
with, our hero was ready for business.
"Charlie," said he, "I reckon the girls will be
safe here with Jim, so we will strike out and
see if we can find another way to get down into
the ruins." .
"All right, Wild," the scout answered, readily.
"If we happen ter come across any of them
greasers I'm goin' ter try an' git square for what
they done to me last night."
"Well, don't shoot any of them unless you can't
avoid it, for we may be able to finish our business
here without any bloodshed."
"Jest as you say, Wild."
As the two were ready to leave, Hop stepped
forward' and looked appealilJl&'ly at our hero, at
the same time saying:
.
"Me likee go, to,o, Misl~r Wild.•
"Well, I guess there will be · no ..,bjections.
Come along, if you want to."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, we velly gladee of
lat. Me wantee lookee for um Aztec treasure.
Me likee plenty gold, so be."
The three were soon walking along close to the
face of the cliff. When they reached the passage it occurred to Wild that they might just
as well go in and see what the Mexicans were up
, to. He advis,ed his two companions to be very
cautious, and not make any noise, and then they
entered a passage, keeping a sharp watch ahead
of them as they did so. Pausing now and then,
they listened, but could hear nothing that would
indicate that there was any one within the
cave. At length they reached it, and one glance
showed them that the Mexicans had vacated the
premises. They had taken everything with them.
but the empty jug, from which Gavillo and three
of them had enjoyed themselves the day before,
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"So they have left, have they?" our ·hero said,
after a pause. "Well, do you suppose they took
their horses and went on down into the ruins,
Charlie?"
"No," the scout answered, quickly. "They
couldn't do that. No horses could ' git down that
steep passage. "
"Well, then, I suppose they must have gone
,1,m out and sought other quarter s. Probably they
were afraid we would come here and disturb
them."
"Maybe ley allee samee 'flaid of biggee fireclacker, so be, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop.
"Maybe, Hop," was the retort: "Have you iot
any more crackers?"
.
"Me gottee thlee, or four. If me use !em, me
allee samee makee some more, so be."
"Well, all riight, then."
Then the boy turJ¥d to Charlie and added _:
"Suppose we go on down where you and Ho11
found the gold coins."
"Jest what I was thinkin' about doin', if it
was agreeable ter you," the scout answered.
"All right, then. If we go down this way and
pick our way thr ough, we might find some other
way to get in and out. "
.
"There oughter be another way, anyhow."
Hop was qui te eaiger to get down into the ruins.
He had carefully stored the gold coins he had
brought from there in his big saddle-bags, and
there was plenty of room in his pockets for another supply. They had no lantern, but the
clever Chinee had some pieces of candles, and as
already one had been lighted, Jie boldly stepped
over to the passage and proceeded downward,
Wild and Charlie following close at his heels.
When they nna lly reached the bottom and found
themselves in the ruins, our hero gave a nod of
satisfaction.
"We hardly need the candle now," he said, as
he looked up at the opening in the na_tural roof
of rock. "Put out the liight, Hop, and save it
until we need it."
"Allee light, Misler Wild,"· and the Chinaman
quickly did as directed.
"T-his looks as though an earthquake happened at some time or other and eng ulfed a
whole lot of buildings," our hero observed, as
he stepped a little further among the ruins and
looked arDWld.
"Most likely that's what's happened, Wild.
But how could a roof git over ther top,' of it
like this?"
"Quite 'easily. A disturbance caused by an
earthquake will create peculiar things, you
know."
"Yes, I suppose so," and the scout shrugged
his shoulders. ·
"Well, here's where I hid ther money. We'll
see if them igaloots·found it."
He led the way to the spot where he had carefully deposited the gold coins and covered them
over, and when h found they had not been disturbed he gave a chuckle of satisfaction.
"Quite a heap, ain't it?" he said, as he removed
the cover, so the young deadshot could see what
was there.
-.
"I should say- so, Charlie. Probably there are
more of the coins to be found around here."
"Well, here's where Gavillo got these from,"

· and recovering the pile, CharHe led the · wiy to
the hole the pedestal had been knocked from:
"A sort of temple I think this must have been,"
Wild declared, as· he looked at the surroundings
keenly. "Some one put the Spanish gold there
for the purpose of hiding it from those who might
search for it. A very good idea; I am glad they
· put it there."
··
"So am I," and again i;he scout chuckled. "But
I reckon ther galoot as hid that Spanish money
there never thought we was comin' here ter git
it, did he?"
"Hardly," and Wild smiled at him. "You don't
suppose they ever knew there was such people
as Young Wild West and Cheyenne , Charlie, do
you, Charlie~"
"No, I Mn't s'pose anything like that. But
we're here, jest the sr,me."
"Well, come on. We'll proceed to make an
investigation of this place, and see if there is
another way out of it."
It was not long before the ~ounig deadshot
decided to climb over the wall that Gavillo and
his companions had1 gone over the nigh,t before
when they discovered the Aztec tomb. One~ at
the other side they were not long in finding the
tomb, and then they stood and looked at it in
surprise, for to see such a well-preserved building seemed marvelous. They did not offer to
enter it, but went on around it, looking at the
sides of the high wall that formed the courtyar d.
·
Wild was not long in discoverinig that what
seemed to be a wall was a confused mass of
rock and la va, which was cemented over buildings, in such a straight and smooth way . that it
seemed as though the hand of man must have
had something to do with it. But he had seen
many curious freaks of nature before, especially
in Arizona and New Mexico, and he was not at
all puzzled at what he saw now.
·
"
"Charle," said he, as he walked along, pricking
at the soft spot s he saw' with his knife, now and
then, "it seems to me that we ought to find some
sort of a door in this. Probably it is sealed up,
but we mig-ht be able to open it if we discovered
one."
"I don't see anything that looks like a door,"
the scout answered, shaking his head.
"I don't either, but that don't say there is
none. Just keep your e yes open now an.d we
will go on around the whole square."
But they did not have to go entirely around,
for when they arrived at a point that was almost opposite to the entr ance to the courtyard,
they came to two round pillars which just showed
themselves thr.o ugh the edge of the perpendicular
rock. Wild did a little scraping with his knife,
and then found he could insert it the full length
of the blade into the crack.
"Here you are, Charlie," said he. "Just heh>
me push against this place right here. I think
somethin,g: will happen."
The scout gave a nod and quickly threw his
weight against the space the boy alluded to.
There was a sudden cracking sound, and then a
portion . of the wall fell before the weight of the
two, disclosing an aperture that seemed very
like an a rched doorway.
"I thought so/' said Young Wild West, smiling
in a satisfied way. "I have been through Aztec
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ruins before. You can never tell just what will Chinamen to load the pack-horses , so they could
happen when you try to find out certain things." • move from the spot at once.
The sun was shining down into the courtyard
now, and . as they looked .t hrough the opening
they had forced they could see it shining outside.
CHAPTER VIII.-Gavi llo's Fiendish Plot.
"It must be a sort of vault we are in, CharJie," said ou.r hero. "Come on. We will go
It
was not far that Gavillo led his four comthrough and possibly we can find a way to get
back to the camp. If we can only do so and be panions when they left the cave. He led them
able to come back with the horses, I reckon we'll before the cliff a short distance, and then struck
come here and stop until we have made a thor- out toward a hie;h projection that ·was not more
ough investigatio n of this courtyard, which con- than a ouarter of a mJle distant. Thou1gh the
tains a sort of tomb in the center. Probably t]le greaser · had never been in those parts before,
tomb contains the rerr.ains of some of the Aztec it struck him that there must be other ruins
where he was heading for, since they looked very
kings or chiefs."
much like the pillars of ancient buildings. When
"Most likely, Wild. That's ther reason I didn't they
there he found this to be the case.
say nothin' about openin' it ter look inside. I Huge arrived
blocks of stone that had ,b een broken in
ain't got much use for old bones an' sich like."
down from some great shock showed
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," said Hop. "Maybe tumbling
themselves here and there, and in between some
allee samee findee ghostee in Jere."
.
of
the
high
projections there was a deep hollow
"Oh, I ain't afraid of no ghosts, heathen, an' which
plainly showed the evide]J.ces of former
don't yer think I am."
habitations
of men. When Gavillo noticed that a
"Me knowee lat, Misler Charlie. You n_o 'flaid stream
of water trickled through a crack in a
of anythling. You velly gleat scout, so be."
big rock, he igave a nod of -s atisfaction, and
"Shet up!"
turning to his companions , said:
"Don't go to quarrelling now," Wild spoke
"Her_e is a good place to camp. We will stop
up, a little sharply. "We didn't come here for here for a while. If we don't •find plenty
that purpose. We are in search of gold, you Spanish gold, I will be much mistaken. I more
have
know."
great judgment, and when I say this I know we
This quieted them, and they followed the boy will succeed."
through the opening and then passed into a sort
"That is right,' Miguel," said Monte, noddin.ir
of canyon that widened out the further they to the man who was not pleased at beir.L<::"
dislooked. Young Wild West took a careful sur- placed as leader.
vey as he came to a halt and he soon satisfied
"We will see," was the reply. "If Gavillo
himself that they would ,b e able to get to the knQws so very much, I will be pleased as well
higher ground quite easily.
as he. We came here for gold, t1nd gold is what
"Well, I reckon we may as well get out of we want to take away with us."
here and igo on back to the camp," he said. "Come
"If we take away plenty of gold, Miguel," the
this way."
leader spoke up, "it will not be while Young Wild
He turned off to the right and, sure enough, lie West and the two Americans he calls his partfound a gentle slope that led to the level above. ners are alive. They must be disposed of before
They all found that it would be quite easy for we could ever hope to get away."
"We can kill them easily," Miguel retorted,
horses to go up and down the slope, and when
they reached the top and saw the cliffs back in his eyes flashing, just as though he was not at
the direction they had come from they knew all thankful for havinig been released by Young
they were less than three hundred yards from Wild West.
"Not so easily," and Gavillo smiled in a crafty
where the passage entered the cave. The camp
was but a little distance the other side of this, way. "I know them better than you, Miguel.
so they promptly set out to return. As they What we must do to enable us to succeed after
struck a sandy spot they saw the tracks of horses finding plenty of gold is to entice Young 'Wild
West to the tomb we have told you of. I have
, leading off further to the right.
"Here is the trail of the Mexicans, Charlie," decided that he must be sealed in there to die.
said our hero, pointing to the hoof-prints . They're This will cause a charm to work in our favor,
gone off in that direction. Probably they've and the moment he dies we will find what we
headed for that big rocky projection over there are in search of."
All but Miguel shook their heads in a solemn
that looks like the ruins of a cathedral."
"Most likely they've gone there, Wild," was the manner to show that they believed what the
leader
said.
reply.
"You
us to seal Young Wild West in
~Well, so long as they don't bother with us the tomb,want
so he may die a slow death, do you?"
we will let them alone. We will go on back to the latter asked.
,
the camp and 'have the pack-horse s loaded, and
"Yes, that must be done, if we are to sucthen we'll return to the courtyard. I have an ceed."
.
idea that we'll find enough there to keep us
"How about his two partners and the ladies?"
busy for a day or two. If there's nothing else to ,
"Oh, his
partners must die, of course.
do we'll open th·at tomb and see . how it looks As for the two
senoritas and the senora, they can
inside."
do .no harm to us, even
they know !how
They found Jim and the girls waiting for to shoot well. Probably though
they could be induced
them, and when they reported that they had seen to become our wives."
no signs of the Mexicans, Wild quickly related
"There are only three of them."
what they had discovered, and then ordered the
"Yes, that is true, so only three of us could
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marry. But that could easily be settled by drawing lots."
"Would you, as leader, take your chance with
the rest of us?"
"No, I hardly think my friends would ask
me to do that," and the villain turned and looked
at the others.
"Of course not," Monte spoke up. "Gavillo,
who is our leader now, should have first choice,
if he wants, and the four of us ·can draw lots
for the other two.''
"There!" and Gavillo looked at Miguel in
triumph. "You see what the feeling is. I Know
you are a little jealous because I have taken
your place as leader, but you should not be, for
it will be for your benefit as well as my own."
"I am satisfied."
But the tone of Miguel's voice told plainly that
he was not, however.
"Then you will leave it to me?" went on the
treacherous greaser, speaking in oily • tones.
"Everything will come out all right. We will
seal Young Wild West in the Aztec tomb, and
then we'll shoot his two partners. The ladies
will be glad to look to us for protection, then,
for what could they do on this vast desert
alone? As for the two Chinamen, we can force
them to be our slaws until we are done with
them. We will need help to -carry away the
gold we are going to.take from here, you know."
"Show me the ,gold before you talk about taking it away," Miguel retorted, with a tinge of
·
sarcasm in his voice.
"We have seen some of it," spoke up Monte,
who semed bound to bear Gavillo out in everything he said or did. "One of the Americans
and the Chinaman found it where we left it, and
they have hidden it. Hern is some that we took
,
from the American when we captured him."
"Yes, I saw some of the coins before," and
Miguel shrugged his shoulders. "But such a
little as that is not worth risking one's life for."
"You
"Such a little!" exclaimed Gavillo.
should have seen wbat we l~:ft down among the
ruins over the1·e. It was more than we could
carry away without the aid of horses."
"Well, show it to me, and then I will be satisfied."
"Very well, Miguel," and there was a sneering
smile on the face of the leader. "You shall find
outwhether I am right or not before many hours.
Before W¥go any further, I would like to ask
you if yoµ mean to assist in sealing Young Wild
West in the Aztec tomb?"
"I certainly will do just as you say. You are
the leader, so tell me what your orders are."
"Well, I will order you now not to throw a
damper on what I say and do. Do you under- ·
~
stand, Miguel?"
"I understand, Senor Gavillo."
"Hal ha! ha!"
Gavillo laughed loudly, for he knew he had
three of the scoundrels with him, and Miguel
was bound to do as he was told. It being dark,
the five Mexicans were not able to see much of
their surroundings,· and it was only with the aid
of a lantern that they had discovered the spot
where Gavillo proposed to make their temporary
quarters. After discussing the question for a
while, during which Gavillo did the most of the
talking, thev ate some of the stock of food they

had with them and then smoked until gradually,
one at a time, they lay down upon their blankets.
Gavillo was the last cne to do this, and it is safe
to say when he did so he was not going to do
much sleeping. Though he had igained the upper
hand of the rascals he was deceiving so easily, •
he did not mean to permit Miguel to have a
chance to stab him while he slept. After he had
lain a long time awake he got up and began
walking about. This caused one of the others to
rouse from his sleep.
"What now, Gavillo?" the Mexican asked.
"I have decided that it is best for some one
tokeep a watch," was the reply.
"W~ll, let me do it then. You go ahead and
sleep. I will watch for two hours, and then the
others can take turns."
When the roan had been cautioned not to igo to
sleep until he was relieved by one of the others,
Gavillo lay dovm and dropped into a slumber, for
he was satisfied that Miguel would have no
chance to do him harm. In this way the- night
was passed, and when the five were all awake
the sun was almost an hour high. Gavillo mounted to a high point of rock and took a look over
the country. It happened that Young Wild West
and his friends were just leaving the big cave
on their way to the canyon that would let them
into the courtyard where the Aztec tomb was
'
located. Gavillo gave a start.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I wonder where they are going now. I must go and
meet them, for I have decided that before sunset
Young Wild West must be sealed into the tomb
to die."
He quickly descended to his companions and
told them what he had seen.
"I will go and meet them," he said. "I will
send them to a place further to the left, and
tell them to wait there, as I have made an imp<1rtant discovery and want them to share the
gold I have found. You will wait here until I
return."
There was no time to eat any breakfast, so
the villain quickly saddled his horse and rode
out to 'meet our friend s. He came upon them
before they had come to the spot where they
were to turn to ride down into the canyon.
"Good morning, Senor West," he called out, tip- .,._
ping p.is hat politely. "Good morning, senoritas!
Good morning, senora! Good morning, senors!"
Our friends had seen him cominig, and• they
wondered what was up.
"Where did you go last night, Gavillo?" Young
·
Wild West asked, looking at him keenly.
"We a-camped ov~r there," and Gavillo pomted
to the spot he had left a short time before. "I
have made a great discovery. I a-know where
there is more gold than ten mules could alcarry
away from here."
"Is that so?"
"Yes. But the four I am wit.A, knQW nothing
of it. If you a-ride on for half a mile and wait
for me, I will come in an hour or two and take
a-you to it."
"Well, we will do that, I reckon."
"All a-right, then. You see that high spur of
rock over dere that looks like the chimney of a
1
factory?"
"Yes, I see it."
"Well, you stop a-there and wait until I come.
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I will have to a-make a igood excuse to get away die at the same time. It never occurred to him
from da four men I must have revenge u~on. that he miight have a hard time in disposing of
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. But he nc.
You will wait?"
doubt felt that if he could carry out his plan:-:
"Yes, Gavillo, we will wait."
"Well, then, good, Senor West. You save a-my . to the extent of getting rid of five of his enemies,
life, and I never forgef you. I want to make he would have little difficulty in disposing of the
.
you all rich. Then I will go back with YOU ( and ~~
always be your friend .. But I must have revenge ·
on da four bad Mexicans what send me aw.ay
CHAPTER JX.-How Wild was Betrayed.
with no water."
The villain spoke in such a smooth and easy
Young Wild We5t and his friends - were waitway that our friends felt that he was telling
ing at the appointed spot when Gavillo rode up,
the truth in all he said. After assuring him that a pleasant
smile on his swarthy face.
they would wait at the spot he had pointed out,
"It was not easy to get away from da fou r
Gavillo again tipped his· hat, and mounting his men,
Senor West," he said, bowing, "but I manhorse, rode back to rejoin the new leader.
aged to satisfy them dat I was doing it for their
"I have set the trap, Miiguel," was the reply~ gain, and they are waiting until I come back.
"I want all of you to go back when Young Wild I would like to talk to you alone, if there are a-no
West and his friends are no longer in sight. objections."
They must go around a high point of rock, where
"I ·reckon no one will object to that," Wild
I have sent them to wait for me. When they answered, as the greaser aismounted. "Come
have done so you must all go back and get into right over here, and we can talk."
the Aztec tomb. : You will wait there until I
He led the way and sat upon a rock a short
come with Young Wild West. I will lead him distance from the rest, who had dismounted and
inside to show him the wonderful lot of gold I were waiting expectantly to see what would come
told him I have found. Then you shall spring of Gavillo's promise.
upon him and tie him, so he can't move. That
"Senor," said the treacherous man, speaking in
being done, we will go out of the tomb, close the a low tone of voice, as he leaned ,close to Wild's
door, and seal it so he will soon die for the ear, "I make an impol'tant discovery last night.
want of air. When we have sealed Young Wild Those who a-call themselves my friends know
West in the tomb, he will begin to die right away. nothing of it, and I a-want to show you alone
But it may take two or three hours," went on what I find."
the leader, as though he knew just what he was
"Well, you don't have to do that, Gavillo. I
speaking of. "The quicker he dies the quicker reckon we may as well all go to the place."
we will find the big pile of gold I have men"No, no," and Gavillo turned and looked in the
tioned."
direction he had come as though he was afraid
What the villain really had in his mind when someone might be spying on them at that mohe said that was to close the door, and not only ment. "It would not do. I tell the four men that
seal Young Wild West into the tomb, but the I come to you to try to make you ride around
four Mexicans as well. He gave instructions where me a-good friend to you, and they think
over again, and all but Miguel expressed their I can do that. ~ou come with me now, and l
willingness to leave at once. Gavillo looked at show you more gold than you ever see at one
the latter a little scornfully and said:
time, Senor West. I no tell a lie. We go so
"Miguel, if I fail in what I am telling you, da four bad men no see us. Your friends wait
you shall be leader. Is that fair?"
here until we come back. Den you all go pretty
"I don't want to be the leader," declared the soon and get the gold. I meet you and we go
jealous man, though his manner did not indicate away and leave da four men what I hate. 'l'hat
what he said .
verra good plan·, Senor West."
Wild ' was not the least bit afraid of igoing
"Well, it shall be that way. Now, then, are
alone with the greaser, even if he thought he was
you willing to go ahead?"
up to some rascality, so he walked over and told
"Yes, I am willing."
"Well, get ready to go to the other ruins, then. his partners and the girls what he was going
You can take your horses into the cave, and to do.
, "All right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie retorted,
then make your way down. Monte will show
you the way. Hide yourselves into the tomb. with a grim smile. "You go ahead. We'll see
You may leave the door ajar, so you will not that them four ,galoots don't git after yer to
suffer for want of air. I will bring Young Wild bother yer."
West there before you hav e waited very long.
"That a-right," spoke up Gavillo, with a nod.
"You keep a-good watch and see that they no
Proceed."
/.
The four promptly got thtir horses ready, and follow us."
then Gavillo mounted to the high point aigain, and
Wild quicklv mounted his sorrel stallion and
when he saw our friends had already passed the Gavillo swung himself into the saddle and rode
ruins that would shut them from the view of the away, keeping close to the rocks, as though he
four villains as they rode to the cave, he gave feared they might be observed. As they rode up
a nod of satisfaction. He came down and told near the spot which Wild, Charlie and Hop had
them to go on, and away they went. As he stood reached when they left the canyon, our hero
watching them a satanic smile came upon the asked the greaser where he was goinig to take
treacherous greaser's face.
He laughed and him.
fairly danced, for he felt that not only was he
"We go down among da ruins," was the reuly.
going to rid himself of those who had turned him "There a tomb there and dat is what I 'It ant
away from them, but Young Wild West would to a-show vou."

•'
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•1 have seen the tomb, Gavillo," was the reply. had seen a big block of sto~ that rested close
"I found it this morning."
at the side of the three or four steps that de"You a-see da tomb?" exclaimed the villain, scended to the door. It looked to him as though
his face showing a startled look.
it had been made for the very purpose of fitting
"Yes, I went down into the ruins this morn- into the depres$ion for the purpose of effectually II!:~
ing with Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah. We sealing the tomb. ,\s they dismounted and walkclimbed over a wall and came to a sort of court ed toward it now he saw that it surely was what
and -saw. the stone building, which we knew must · he had thought it to be, and that a good strong
be an Aztec tomb."
push would drop the heavy block of stone into
"Oh! You go inside?"
place and close the entrance, as he hoped, forever.
"No," and the young dcadshot shook his head.· Wild started at once for the door of the tomb.
"We did not think it necessary to <lo that just
"You are sure there are no bones of Aztec
then."
.
Indians in there, Gavillo?" he asked.
"Dat where you a-make a mistake," and Ga"Me verra sure, Senor West," was the reply,
villo smiled and looked relieved.
as a peculiar smile showed on his face. "Maybe
"Is that so? What is there in the tomb but some time there be plenty bones in there, but
a lot of bones?"
not now."
"No bones dere, Senor West. Plenty of gold.
Wild ·looked at him keenly as he said this, for
Much gold. More tl,an you and your friends can thei;e was somethinig in the tone of his voice that
carry away."
suj?'e;ested deception.
"Is that so?" Wild asked, eagerly, for he ac"What do you mean by that, Gavillo? You
tually believed what the villainous Mexican was don't think my bones will ever rest in that tomb,
telling him:
do you?"
''Yes, me find last night when me go alone
"What you a-say that for, Senor West?" and
to da tomb. You come to da cave with me, and the villain put up his hands as though he was
den we leave da horses and go on down."
horrified at_ s~ch a thought. "I show you da
"Well, Gavillo, there is no need of leaviII/J1; the gold and then we go back. While I keep da
horses anywhere. We can turn back and go four Mexicans away you come with your friends -,,.·
right down to the tomb without dismounting."
here. When da time. comes I will meet you, and
"What dat you say?" and the greaser showed den we all go away .from da desert and take da
great surprise.
gold with us. You be verra rich, and I be verra
_ .
"That's right. You come with me, and I will rich. We all 'be verra rich."
"Well, I don't care so much about the riches
show you the way down into that court-yard."
Gavillo obeyed, and . rode back with the boy as I do about having the story to tell about
until they came to the spot where it was possible finding the treasure," the boy retorted. "Come
to make the descent _into the canyon. Wild told on. We will go inside and have a look at this
him as he rode along how he had discovered that gold. I am anxious to see it. What is it, gold
there was a door in the rocky wall and how he coins?"
"Bars of gold, Senor West. Verra heavy, too.
and the scout had hroken it open quite easily.
The treacherous greaser gave a nod of satis- Plenty of it. Five, six big urns full of gold
faction. It mattered iittle to him which way coins, too. You never see such a sight befor~
they got there so long as the four Mexicans were senor."
there ahead of them, waiting to be entombed
Wild looked at the broken lock on the door,
with the boy he now had with him. But he but thought nothing of it, since Gavillo had told
figured that they must be nearly there by this him how he entered the tomb.
time, so he rode on down the descent, going
"Come on in," he said.
slowly and letting Wild get quite a distance
"I let you have da pleasure to open the door,
ahead, so he might cause a little delay. When Senor West. Den what you see will make you
he finally reached t.4__e bottom of the canyon he cry with delight."
looked at Wild as though he still had his doubts
The young deadshot boldly threw open the door.
about there being a way to get to the other side He saw -the urns lined about the sides of the
now
them
before
up
loomed
which
of the wall,
tomb, but there were no bars of gold to be seen.
as though it was the side of a steep cliff.
Gavillo was right at his back, and pointing to
"Come right on, Gavillo," our hero said, with one of the urns, he said:
"Look in dat, Senor West."
a smile. "I will show you the wly to get to
The young deadshot stepped forward and lifted
the other side quickly enough."
"All right, Senor West," was the reply, and the cover from the urn. .iis he did so there was
then they rode on rather slowly, for Wild found a sudden rush from behind the other urns and
that his companion seemed to be in no particular dark corners of the tomb, and he found himself
confronted by the four villainous Mexicans who
hurry, until they came to the opening.
It was :p.ecessary for them to lower their had got there but five or six minutes before the
heads in passing through, and. once on the other two reached the court.
"Seize the dog of an American and tie him
side the Axtec tomb was right before them. Gavillo looked sharply around, and then breathed a securely!" G~villo cried, in Spanish.
sigh of relief when he saw no signs of the four
Then he darted out of th~ tomb and prepared
he had ordered to come there. He knew they to topple the big rock over so it would seat it
must have had plenty of time to get there, and effectually. Wild heard him call out, and the
so decided that th~y were inside waiting to catch tone of the greaser's voice made him understand
the boy as he had directed them. When he had right away that he had been betrayed. But
entered the tomb the night before Gavillo had he had no time to pay any attention to him juat
noticed something that our friends had not. He then. The villains were upon him, and he knew
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he was in a dangerous p·redicament.

]loth his
arms had been . grasped, and his weapons taken
.
from his belt.
"Keep away from me, you scoundrels !" he
cried, his eyes flashing.
"Young Wild West has got to die in da tomb!"
cried Mont.e, exultantly, as he aimed a blow at
the boy's head.
Wild gave the ]\iexican a punch, and one of .
the gang grabbed his l~g. while anotner aimed
a blow at him with a club. It was a hot fight.
The sudden wrench the boy had made had sent
the two holding him staggering, so it was possible for him to deliver a good hard blow. Down
went the greaser in a heap. Biff! Another
went, and just then the club descended and hit
the boy a glancing blow on the shoulder, sending
him to the ground. But he was not hurt much,
and when he found that one of his hands came in
contact with a revolver that had been dropped,
the boy turned the muzzle toward his foes and
began emptying the chambers. It was just then
that there was a sudden thud, and the tomb was
in darkness. Gavillo had sealed it by pushing
the block of stone into place!

CHAPTER X.-The Rescue.
.
Wild and the treacherous greaser had scarcely

got out of siight when Cheyenne Charlie turned

to Jim and the girls and said:

"I reckon I'll go over and see what them other
four galoots are up ter. This seems to be a
mighty strange sort of business. Gavillo is playin' a deep game, it seems to me, an' I ain't
sure but that he ain't up to some crooked work.
I'll jest ride over there an' have a look at 'em.
I noticed jest where Gavillo come from, so I
soon found ther other-s."
"Go ahead, Charlie," Arietta spoke up, quickly.
"Don't give them a chance to sneak up behind
the rocks and surprise us while Wild is not here."
The scout quickly threw himself upon the back
of his horse and rode swiftly around the cliff
and headed for the spot he had seen Gavillo come
om. He had not gone very far when he saw
fresh hoofprints in the sand. They were all
pointinig toward the cave they had left, too, and
he wondered what they meant. But he kept on
riding, and soon he came _to the deserted camp
of the villains. There were their blankets and
provisions, but both men and horses were not to
.
be seen. •
"Ah!" muttered the scout. " I reckon somethin's up. Them galoots has took a chance ter
slip away, while we was out of their sight. I
reckon ther best thing we kin do now is. ter
follow Wild an' th_a t greaser. I'll git back an'
see what Jim C,:nks about it."
Having made up his mind what to do, the
scout turned h is horse and rode swiftly back to
his waiting companions. ~quickly apprised
~em of what he had discovered, ant.! then all
'1ands became very uneasy.
"It allee sa mee lookee lat um gleaser puttee
uppee um job to ,gittee Misler West," said Hop,
shaking his head. "Me no like Gavillo. He velly
bad man, so be."
"That's jest what I think, Hop, but when he
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cut me loose last night I· sorter changed my
mind about him. But now I'm more suspicious
than ever. Come on, Jim. We had better ride
4'
out an' see what's goin' on."
"All right, Charlie," Dart answered. "I WPpose we may as well all go that way, since we
were going down into the canyon, anyhow."
"We'U jest foller ther tracks of Wild an' ther
greaser," the scout answered. "Ther rest kin
come on behind."
The two quickly rode away. The tracks were
plain enough, so they were not long in coming
to the point where the two had turned and rode
back again. • When the scout noticed the marks
that disclosed this fact he shrugged his shoulders
and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! I'll bet somethin's wrong as
sur~ as you're born, Jim. We had better hu~ry.
I reckon."
. "Come on; then," was the reply, and then the
two rode along swiftly and. finally reached the
spot where Wild and Gavillo had turned to ride
down into the canyon.
The ground was hard and flat here, so they
were unable to see any more tracks. But when
they reached the bottom they struck a bed of
soft sand, and there the hoof-prints showed
plainly again.
"They've gone on to the Aztec tomb it seems
Charli~," Jim observed, in a low · ton~ of voice'
"I worlder how it was that Gavillo was able ~
!ead Wild here, when you say there was no openmg ,,to get through until you and Wild forced
.
one,
"I don't know what to make of it Jim" and
the sco~t shook his head. "But come 'on. They've
gone this way, and that's all there is to it. It's
for us to follow 'em, an' see if anything's wrong."
· They soon reached the opening, and Charlie
ducked his head and boldly rode through. He
had barely got to the other · side when he heard
deri~ive shou_ting and laughing. Then he sa,v
Gav1llo dancmig wildly about in front of the
tomb. The villain was waving his hat, and seemed . to be delighted over something. Gavillo did
not see the two until they rode around the corner of the stone building. Then his antics ceased
as if by magic, while his face turned a sickly
yellow.
"What are yer up to, greaser?" the scout demanded, as he dismounted.
"Me catch the four men what send me away
wtth no water!" he exclaimed. "Da all go in da
tomb, and me push da stone and make them stay
·
there. Ha, ha, ha!"
"Is that so?" answered Jim. "What do you •
mean to do, let them starve to death there?"
"Never mind about them, Jim. We're lookin'
for Wild, Where's Young Wild West?" the scout
demanded, turning to the scoundrel.
"He go over dere," and Gavillo pointed to the
. wall that lay between the ruins of the temple
and t~e court-yard. "Me find plenty gold dere
last nJg ht and show him where it is. Den I
look to see da four men I want to be revenged
upon come here. Me wait tiH da come into the
tomb, and den me sneak up verra softly and push
da stone down. You come. Me show you Young
Wild West and more gold dan you ever carry
away."
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Just then the muffled report of a revolver
sounded from inside the tomb.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Gavillo, exultantly, as
he took the scout by the arm. "They shoot to
kill each other. That all right. Come. We go
to Senor ,....W-est."
The villain started ahead at a brisk walk, and
as he reached the wall and b~an to climb to the
top Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were only
half way to it. It was just then that a faint
shout was heard from the tomb.
"Hello, hello!" came the call.
It was the voice of Wild, though they could
not hear it plainly, and both recognized it im·
.
mediately.
"Great gimlets I" cried Charlie, his eyes flashing. "That galoot has fastened Wild in that
_
tomb."
Up came his revolver, and as lie raised it to
take a shot at the treacherous Mexican, Gavillo
leaped down from the top of the wall to the
other slab. Meanwhile Jim was running swiftly
back · to the tomb. As he reached the blockaded
doorway he saw it would take...-mor-e than his
strength to remove the big stone. But pressing
his lips close to a- Emall crack -at the top, he
called out:
"Hello, Wild? Are you there?"
"Yes," came the reply. "Can't you open the
door?"
"This is not a door, Wild. It is a biig b\ock
of stone that the scoundrel of a Gavillo pushed
down in here. Are you all right?"
"Well, I am mussed up a little, and rather
bloody, but I reckon I am not hurt much. I had
a fierce fight in •here, but I am glad to· say that
I am the victor. It was a fight in the dark, for
the most of the time, but the four greasers have
cashed in their chips."
Turning to Charlie, who was standing near
him and had heard all Wild said, Dart observed:
"Well, the only way to get that block of stone
a.way will be to dig down at one side and push
it over . We must hurry back and get a pick and
shovel."
The scout s tarted away on a run, and as ·Jim
~w him going over the top of the wall he made
up his mind that unless Gavillo had made good
his esca pe from the cave and had a pretty good
start, he was doomed, for he knew well what the
vengeance of the scout would be. Leaving Charlie's horse where it was, Jim mo1.n1ted his own
and turned and rode through the opening out of
the court-yard . H e was delighted to see the girls
and the t wo Chinamen coming, but a short distance away. Calling out to them to hurr y, he
rode· fo r ward and quickly related what had happened. Arietta turned ver y pale, and wit hout
waiting to hear anything further, she rode for·
war d and soon reached the Aztec tomb.
"Wild,' Wild!" she cried, as she knelt by the
side of the blocked door. "Are you all right?"
"Yes, E t," wa s the reply. "I reckon I am not
hurt a lit tle bit. I had a hot fight in here, but
I won out."
Five minutes later Jim and the two Chinamen
were digiging away with all th~ir might. It
happened that the ground was soft and yielding
there, so it was not more than ten minutes before
they had a hole that was large enough to tip the
:rock away from the dool'way. This was finally

done, and then Wild, his, hair disheveled and his
face very red, bounded--out. His sweetheart met
him, and clasping her about the neck, he kissed
her on the forehead and exclaimed:
"Well, Et, it's all right! I was sealed in an
Aztec tomb, but they could not hold .me there, it
seems. Where is the scoundrel who betrayed
·
me?"
"Charlie has gone after him, Wild," Jim Dart
spoke up, as he stepped forward and gripped the
young deadshot's hand.
Then Wild related his story, which was to the
effect that after he once got the revolver and
began. blazin~ away with it he had sh9t three of
t~em m no time. The fourth had remained very
silent for the space of five minutes, and then he
had fired a shot in the dark. The bullet did
not come anywhere near the young deadshot but
the flash told him where to shoot and h; an'
swered it with telling effect.
"I know I had them all then " he declared
"so I took the risk of lighting' a match and
looked ~round. When I saw that none of them
were alive I began to worry a little. But it was
not long before the yells of delight that Gavillo
~as utt~ring outside the tomb while the fight
m the dar k ' was going on had ceased that I
thought it time to shout. I got a s clo;e to the
bl~cked door ~s possible and then I heard the
voice of Charhe. I just called out as loud as I
could, and the result was that Charlie •and Jim
came here. You know the,..rest."
"A;e w_e going to stop here long, Wild?" the
scout s wife asked, as she looked at the tomb in
·
an awesome sort of way.
"We will stay here until Charlie comes back,
Anna ," was the reply.
. The words were scarcely out of his mouth
when a shout sounded from the top of the wall
and then they saw the scout waving his hat t~
them. He quickly descended and ran toward
.
them.
;; md yo_u get him, Charlie?" Jim asked.
" _Yop- km bet your life I did," was the reply.
D1dn t yer hear ther shot?"
"No."
"'Yell, I. went ?n around among ther ruins very
caut10us hke, an putty soon I come to ther place
where I covered up them Spanish gold pieces •
T_here was Gavillo bendin' over 'em an' stuffln;
his pockets full. He seemed to think that there
was no one after him, an' not until I called out
to him. did ~e look up. Then he pulled his gun
and raised 1t to shoot ~- But he wasn't quick
en~ugh, Jim. I dropped him as clean as a
wlustle. He lay right there by ther heap of
gold."
.W it h the five. rascally Mexicans dead, our
friends ha? nothing to int~rfere with them, and
after makm1; a two days search of the ruins
they came m contact with, and finding more
th~n the .gold that had been unearthed by the viila m Gav1llo, they filled their water kegs from the
stream in the cave and set out for Tombstone
wher e they arrived in due time, well satisfied
wit h their trip. over the desert.
Next weeks' issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST'S FIGHT AT THE FORKS· or
ARIETTA AND THE LOST EMIGR~
TRAIN."
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CURRENT NEWS
THUNDERBOLT'S PRANKS
· Corps Area, Fort Sam Jlouston, who will direet
A severe electric storm in Easton,Md., played the use of gases.
The experiment is to be made by special order
some queer pranks in the farmhouse of Charles
Adamson while he and his wife were chasing of the Chief of Chemical Warfare, Washington.
- chickens to shelter. A bolt entered by the front
door, moved the parlor furniture out into the
TEST COAT OF MAIL
kitchen, pushed all ~he kitchen furniture out
through the back door and then went upstairs
While the Danish Ambassador and other high
and tossed the bedroom furniture out through the officials looked on in breathless suspense, expert
windows:
pistol shots peppered a Berlin policeman at will
without harming him tn the least. The affair
was a test of the new coats of mail which have
A SALESROOM PRISON
been adopted for all Berlin policemen because of
So many robberies have recently been com- the increase in crime and frequent attacks upon
mitted in New York, below the so-called "dead policemen by criminals.
line,' that much of the diamond buying is done in
The policeman target declared that he experismall private offices whose doors close with an enced only a slight shock from the bullets. The
ominous click. When the goods have been ex- chain mail is so light that it can be worn at all
amined, the salesman communicates with the out- times without sJiscomfort.
side office with a buzzer, and the door is opened
rom the outside, for the beautiful private office
CHOKES WHILE LACING SHOES
as to all intents and purposes a cell.
The steamship United States of the Scandinavian American line brought the body of Max
Lange, 42, a salesman of 100 Prospect Park West,
GAS FOR RATTLESNAKES
Brooklyn, N. Y.; who had strangled to death on
Mustard gas, phosgen~ and chlorine, deadly ac- the way over whil' unlacing his shoes. Dr. Hancompaniments of war, will be turned upon large son, the ship's surgeon, said he believed that
dens of rattlesnakes in the vicinity of San Mar- Lange, while bending over was seized wit:ll. a -fit,
which caused his tight collar to choke him tt>
cus, Tex., within the next few weeks.
This announcement was made by Major George death before he could straighten up. Lange had
M. Halloran, chemifal warfare officer of th~ 8th been visiting his mother in Denmark.

____
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BOYS, DO YOU LIKE DETECTIVE STORIES?
You Should Read

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE"
lt contains the snappiest and liveliest stories you ever read. Each number begins
wit}, a rousing detective novelette, filled with pep from start to finish. Then then•
arP from four to six short stories of police adventure with good plots and interesting
situations. All these stories are written by t.he same authors who write for the higher
priced magazines. Don't miss the articles about crime detection, · yarns of the under•
world and special items relating to ghostly happenings, peculiar events and current
news of ·police cases.

Colored Covers, Fine Illustrations _._ 64 Pagt:s
Get a Copy, Read· ..It and See
How Interesting the Stories Are!

PRICE 10 CENTS
If you cannot procure a copy from your newsdealer send us the price (ten cents)
and we will mail you one postage free. Address

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIV.
All Kinds Of Trouble.
It was valuable experience to the young prospector. Day after day he trampe~ the hills with
the hermit and washed out gold in the rivers and
brooks. Always the hermit looked for the pay
dirt in the bed of some lively or dried-up stream.
It was his belief that there was where it was
to be mostly found.
"Placers are mostly washed down from higher
land by water," he said. "If you find a pocket
you will be sure that it is at the headwaters of
some little rivulet. You can never make a mistake in examining every stream of any sort that
you may fi:pd. Of course there are many cases
where the pay dirt is found in banks and deposits
among the ledges, but it is easier to look for it
in streams."
It was all vastly interesting to Tom. He became attached to the hermit. At last he found a
friend that he believed was genuine. He was
sufficiently old to be reli~ble and honesty was a
cardinal part of old Joe's nature.
At times it was necessary for Tom to take a
trip. down to Yellow Pass to get supplies. He was
better able to take the long tramp than the hermit. At such times b:e saw changes in the place.
A mining company had started business in the
place and was rapidly acquiring the claims about.
It would only be a short time before the placer
miners would have to leave, for the mining t~st
would be able to freeze them out. In fact, many
of them had already started for new fields.
Old Joe, the hermit, however, said: ··
"They gain nothing by wandering about. I believe that there is as good a chance to make a
find here as anywhere. I advise you to stay here
and you will be sure to mak,e it in the end."
Tom considered this good advice. In fact, he
was tired of roaming, and accepted the miner's
advice. However, things began to happen.
One day old Joe was taken ill. It was nothing
serious as he himself declared, but he needed
quinine to allay a fever.
"It is a fever that most men of my age get up
here in the mountains," he said. "You are too
young to be afflicted by it. Some call it the
mountain fever. I need quinine."
So Tom went down to Yellow Pass to get the
necessary medicine.
It was a dark day and storm clouds hung over
.the mountains. There was much moisture in the
air, though it did not actually rain.
There was a chilly air that searched thr\)ugh

one, and Tom found. jt very comfortable to wear
a heavy coat. He started down the trail and
after a good tramp reached the little mining
town.
Yellow Pass had begun to change greatly. Th~
Yell ow 'Pass Mining Company were building a
flume and also putting up a big stamp mill. Copper as well as gold was found in the hills, and
the mining of all kind of minerals was to be their
business.
<Gangs of men were at work. Of course the
placer miners 'Yere still in force _a nd the gambling
element was still strong in the place. It would be
only a matter of a little time, though, before they
would have to get out, for a form of government
was already talked of.
Tom made his way through the little street of
th~ }?lace among the miners' shanties. He saw
the sign of a doctor above one of these. The sign
read:
JIM HOOLEY.
Physician and Surgeon.
Hooley was as much of a character as any one
else in the p.Jace. He was a tall, raw-boned man
wi~h a great beard. 1He was rough, and gruff in
voice and manner.
Still, it was known· that beneath his rough ex-.,
terior there was a kindly heart.
As Tom approached his • door he saw that a
knot of men were gathered there. They were men
of all classes, and among them Tom recognized
a number of.the worst characters in Yellow Pass.
It was plam that something was going on. Tom
had no means of guessing what it was but he felt
sure that it was serious. He paused' as e drew
near and hesitated about eptering the doctor's
office.
At last he ventured to ask a miner who .stood
near what was the matter .
."I reckon ye have jest come to town?" asked the
mmer.
"I have," answered Tom.
"Waal, if you had been here an hour ago you
w~mld ~ave seen s?mething going on," said the
mmer, ma half whisper. "They winged Big Bill
Kelly. He got it in the lung and no one knows
who shot hµn. Th~y say that it was old Joe Nes.-,
tor. wh? _wmged him. He was shot in the back
while r1~ng down the trail that is jest beyond old
Joe's cabm."
Tom was astonished. He knew, of course that
this was impossible, for Joe had been i:q his bed
·
for two days. He said indignantly:
"That is a lie. I know better than that my.
self."
The miner looked at him curiously.
"See here, kid, don't speak so loud. Are you a
•
friend of Nestor's?"
"I am," asserted Tom.
"Waal, let me tell you that old Joe and Big Bill
are deadly enemies. They have sworn to kill each
other on sight. It was over some affair that happened years ago. I believe that a woman was at
the bottom of it. They say that old Joe had
daughter who was very pretty and that Kelly shot
her in a fit of jealous rage. Kelly is a bad man,
you know. He has it charged to him that he
killed seven men."
(To be continued.)
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
CARRIES WOLF IN ARMS
Carrying a live sixty-five pound female timber
wolf under his arm, Big Joe Laflamme of Gogama, Ontario, walked into the local zoo recently
and delivered the animal to the keepers.
He explained that last ,vinter he found the body
of a deer partially eaten, and had set a trap in
the carcass.
"When I returned," he said, "I found the deer
and the trap where they had been dragged along
in the snow. That wolf had done it. She had
dragged half the deer for about half a mile. Then
the backbone of the deer to which the trap was
fastened, had broken and she dragged that for a
mile. Finally the trap became tangled between
the bushes and held the wolf.
"I threw some harness on her, took off the trap
and soon had her pulling in my dog team."
TO MAKE ALASKAN
SURVEY
Two navy seaplanes will make an extensive survey of Alaskan territory from the air this summer, ascertaining particularly data on air bases
and general coast line conditions. The seaplanes
will be attached to the commission, headed by
Rear Admiral Chase. They left San Diego, May
25, and will base on the Cuyama during their operations in Alaskan waters.
It is expected that information of value to conservation and development projects will be obtained -from the air concerning a territory and
terrain that is otherwise almost inaccessible. Photographic maps will be made and information will
be gathered which will be of great value to the
Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Alaskan Coal
Commission.
The plan is to establish triangulation points on
Baranoof Island by aerial photography which may
be used to plot in the tenitory from one coast to
another. Accorc!ing to officials of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey this work would require months
of mountain climbing unless performed by fliers.
A survey of the Alaskan oil fields and seal
herds will also be made. The planes that have
been selected for this duty are new service DT
torpedo and bombing planes and will be ..p:iloted
by Lieutenants M.
, B. Brix and J. H. Stevens.
NA VY

FLYERS

______

NATIVE METHOD OF DEALING WITH
SPIRITS .
Any attempts to communicate with the spirit
world are dealt with summarily by the leaders
amo:o,g the natives in the Belgian Congo, according to th_e story recently told by Alexander
George Mill, a Baptist missionary, who arrived
on the steamship Columbia, accompanied by his
wife and young daughter. The Mills have been
bi the Congo since 1911, working among some 70,000 natives in one of the wildest corners of
·
Africa.
"When a native discovers that a friend or a
relative is acting in a strange manner and cannot attribute it to any earthly cause the matter
is reported to the leaders of the tribe or village,"
Jlr. Mill said. "The blackmen then call a council

and decide that their fellow tribesman shall be
purged of the devils and spirits. They brew a
beverage from poison roots and force the suspect
to drink. it. . Thi~ cur~s the native of any further
commumcation with either the spirit or the earth·
ly tribesmen here."
. "If the native protests, he is charged with being a coward, and as this 'is the worst charge that
can be m~de against a native, he usually drinks
th~ cup without further· ado. Many times I have
seized the cup and thrown its contents to the
ground, as it is against the Belgian law to administer the poison. The natives who give the
cup are guilty of murder under the law. This
h!l:, cut down the practice of the ceremony considerably, but -it still persists in secret."
Mrs, Mill told of her Sunday school c.lass of
young native women who arrive for their lessons
attired as nature made them. "They have no
fact are
sense of p1·udery," she said, "and
cleane_r in thought and action than many who
wear broadcloth and satin. They simply don't
want to be hampered with clothes in that climate
and are not embarrassed by the lack of garments
,as that is the custom there. We have rnme to ac:
cept it."
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO · NEWS
RADIO STATION HEARD 11,000 MILES
Announcement was made in Hartford, Conn.,
.recently, that an amateur wireless station had
succeeded in transmitting signals approximately
half way around the world, establishing a new
long distance record.
A ship operator reports he heard the station
operated by E. W. Rouse at Galveston when he
was 100 miles southeast of Ceylon in the Indian
ocean, a distance of' 11,000 miles.

I

been hard at work developing its commercial
•wireless business through private enterprise. Today France has the largest, most efficient and
most powerful wireless equipment in Europe.
Unlike England, France took the opportunity
during the war of developing this new means
of' communication.
To-day the French Government has four highpower stations. Most \Americans are familiar
with the great Eiffel Tower which rears its steel
framework into the Paris sky-line like a giant
finger and snatches radio messages from around
NEW WAVE LENGTHS CAUSE TROUBLE
Broadcasting is undergoing a revolution. Dur- the world. It is in continuous contact with Aring the past few weeks there have been all sorts lington, near Washington, and all the other great
of changes in broadcasting. There have been American stations.
Next in importance comes the station at
more than a score of new stations opened. Many
of the older and established stations have openeq, Nantes 1 which is allocated to the French Navy;
new studios. and several have changed their the station at Lyons, which was erected during
transmitting apparatus, says "W.hit" in the Bos- the war and is used by the Post Office for communications to America, Africa, Europe ·and the
ton Post.
Now comes- the new . chaI1J1:e of wave bands French colonies; and the in-eat Lafayette stafor almost every broadcast station in the coun- tion, near Bordeaux, which was built by the x
American Navy and later acquired by the French
+ry. Without doubt changes will be a great benefit ~en the listening public gets thoroughly ac- Government.
The Lafayette tower sends daily communicaquainted with the various station waves, but for
the present the change, coming so suddenly, has tions to Madagascar, Martinique and Saigon. The
left many fans unable to tune in their pet sta- Government service consists of news, propaganda
tions.
\ and official communications.
The chief wireless installation in France is
Fans will now be required to do considerable
"fishing" to get stations they desire, and once now that of Ste. Assise and consists of two stathey get the stations care should be taken to list tions, one for European traffic and one for world
the exact position on their dials so that the sta- communication.
tion can be readily picked up again when wanted.
EARLY RADIO AMATEUR WORK
NEW RADIO STATION
One of the earliest feats of amateur radio has
Faith in the permanence of radio broadcasting been brought to light by the discovery of a clipis demonstrated by the announcement of the Gen- ping from a Minneapolis newspaper dated April
eral Electric Company that the first plant to be 6, 1902. It was found in the effects of D. Mcconstructed exclusively for popular broadcasting Nichol, an executive of one of the large radio
will be erected in Oakland, Cal., to house the corporations in New York. It reads in part:
large Pacific Coast station of that company.
"While experimenting with wireless telegraphy
Work will be started this month on a two- Friday evening D. McNichol, general telegraph ,
story studio building, the antenna towers and the agent of the Soo road, was startled by receiving
power-house. Workmen are already assembling messages from some one who was also experithe radio equipment. It is expected that the menting wit:ii' the system.
flew station will be in the air within six months.
"The message was often broken, but letters
The transmitting set will be similar to that and words come through so distinctly as to satiswhich is now heard almost night from WGY, fy Mr. McNichoJ that he was at' one end of a
Schenectady, N. Y. It is probable that an yery satisfactory test. There was nothing disauxiliary studio, connected with the transmitting tinct at first, and Mr. McNichol concluded that
equipment of the station by telephone lines, will some ordinary el~ctrical influence had caused it.
be located in San JJ;-rancisco.
But a few minutes later the instrument
The Pacific Coast' station of the General Elec- again, and letters werii plain. Later therelicked
was
tric Company will utilize remote control to broad- more connection to the letters, until words could
cast church services and musical entertainmenj;s be spelled. The word 'after' was the first one
from San Francisco and Oakland. The Pacific that came complete.
Teleigraph & Telephone Company has offered to
McNichol became thoroughly aroused, and
provide land wire connection far this type of he"Mr.
immediately made the instrument as sensitive
service.
as possible. He placed carbon filings between the'<
silver plates of his coherer, but had hardly done
FRANCE'S RADIO STATIONS
this before the message ceased.
While the United States has been carrying on
Mr. McNichol is inclined to believe that the
an intensive campaign in wireless broadcasting party sending the message was experimenting
and the use of radio by amateurs, France has with the current sent off by wireless telegraphy.
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It . is known that this wave will affect bells and the crew had fallen into the hold and had been
lights. The person might have had a bell, light seriously injured. The captain of the ship sent
and transformer in the room, and. by using a re- a wireless broadcast asking for help. The call
flector turned the wave alternately upon all three. was picked up, says the Public Health Service,
his would account for Mr. McNichol receiving .in describing the incident, not in Baltimore, but
only an occasional word. Mr. McNichol says that at Cape May, N. J., about 100 miles eastward.
the message might have been sent from anywhere As Cape May was separated · from the ship by
within a radius of twenty-five miles."
parts of New J:ersey and Delaware and by the
It may be doubtful if Mr. McNichol can qualify -.Eastern Shore _of Maryland, no diz'ect help from
as the fir.st radio amateur on the strength of this th;,re was possible.
.
.
clipping, but he certainly has established his
But the operator was on ~he J~b," contmues
claim to membership in the Old Timers' Asso- an announcement by_ the seryice:
Prompt_ly he
ciation. One thing is certain: reporters held consulted t~e long d1stance list m the ~altnnore
their quaint theories of radio_ matters in those telephon~ directory and ~ailed up the_ residence of
days even as at the present time.
the Publ_ic Healtl!, Se~v1ce s~rgeon m cha!ge of
'
the Marine Hospital m Baltimore-100 miles to
the west. The surgeon, roused from sleep to receive the message, asked him to radio certain
emel)gency treatment to the West Cahous and to
A REFILLABLE "B" BATTERY
the captain to send a boat to a certain
The usual ,vacuum tube employed in radio re- direct
ception requires the use of two batteries for its pier in Baltimore where he would find a surgeon
eperation. There is the storage battery, which waiting to go out to the ship with him and so,
the middle of the night, in less than an hour,
supplies current for the filament, and there is the ain wireless-controlled,
sea-going ambulance carry"B" or plate battery, which furnishes energy for ing
Health Service officer reached the
the plate circuit. The "B" battery should have side aof Public
the injured ,sailor and brought him later
·a voltage of 22½ for detector tubes, anq 45 to to the hospital."
00 for amplifier tubes. Generally, a "B" batIn connection with seamen's right to free radio
tery comprises a number of small dry cells connected together and encased in a cardl>'oard con- medical service, it is pointed out that some mastainer, thoroughly sealed in to insure perfect con- ters of ships may not as yet have been fully
informed, so Sul)geon General Hugh S. Cumnections and to keep out moisture.
mings has directed that posters givin,;t
inNow the great drawback with the usual° type formation be forwarded to all vessel's full
of the
of "B" battery is that all the cells are not nec- American Merchant Marine. This medical service
essarily employed. If the battery is being used is really a sort of subsidy to merchant ships and
with a detector tube, only 16 or 18 volts may be sailors. A centu1·y and a quarter ago, when
required, and two, three or four cells rflay not Congress established the Public Health Service,
be used. Yet after a while the majority of the under the title of the Marine Hospital Service, it
cells are exhausted, and the u11used cells must be directed it to render medical aid to every Ameridiscarded alon.g with the dead cells for the rea- can seaman who applied for it, and that for this
son that they are all cast enbloc, to use a good each seaman should pay 20 cents a month. This
automobile expression.
was in .1798; in 1870 the tax was doubled, but
To obviate this waste,. there has been invented in 1888 it was abolished, and since then all such
an ingenious container which takes the usual aid has been rendered free. Even the expense
unit cells now employed for flashlamps. The con- of calling the service by radio from away out
tainer has square compartments which take the at sea is borne by the radio companies without
unit cells, while brass springs or strips on the expense to ship or sailor.
ottom of the container and also on a fiber cover
The forthcoming poster reads:
which fits over the cells, make the necessary
"The United States Public Health Service proseries connections. A wooden cover, finished off vides hospital care_and out-patient treatment for
to match the rest of the container, is placed on sick and disabled seamen. Hospitals with modern
top of the fiber connection board and is hela in equipment, skilled physicians, specialists, denplace by its nickeled strap which engages with tists and trained nurse:;; are open to all persons ·
screws at the ends of the case. The cover slides employed on documented American vessels, and
into place without the use of tools. The bat- to the Coast Guard, lighthouse keepers and certery thus assembled is a most efficient one. No tain others who help .;o keep the flag on the seas.
solder being employed for connections, there is no An ambulance will 1go to the dock at any time
danger of imperfect connections or the presence upon telephonic call from a ship's officeL
"As you are proud of a good ship take J)ride
of soldering paste that might cause leaks.
Furthermore, the cells are thoroughly insulated also in keeping your own body healthy. Most
one fro:m the other. Hence there are no trouble- injuries are. due to carelessness. Most diseases
some noises incurred through the use of this re- can be prevented. Prompt care of small injuries may save a limb. Early treatment for dinewable battery.
sease may save a life or prevent months of Iilness. Learn to keep well. Pamphlets on tuberculosis venereal diseases and other common diRELIEF BY RADIO
seases are sent on request by the Surgeon GenThe steamship West Cahous, lying in anchor eral, United StatesP"'ublic Health Service, Washin Baltimore harbor about nine miles from the ington, D. C. A book, 'The Ship's Medicine Chest
city, needed help about 3 o'clock one morning and First Aid at Sea,' will be sent on request to
recently, and needed it quickly, A member of the master of the vessel "
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RECEDING ICE LINE
The permanent ice layer, or stratum of frozen
subsoil, which lies just underneath the blanket of
NEW YORK, JULY 6, 1923
moss common throughout much of Alaska and
has led many to believe that crop production could
not be made successful there, recedes under cul- TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
tivation, according to .reports from the Federal
,
0-11
. . . . . (lepleo ...... . . . ...... , .:r.-..e -.'f."
agricultural experiment stations in that Terri0ae (lep;r Tiu• Ho11Uie .... ,
IO 0..tl
"
tory.
o.. (lep:r 8lx Jlle11tlu . •• ..... "
•
P.11
At the Rampart station, which is within about
I.Ill
OM <l•PT 011e Y-r ......... ,
"
"
Cuada, $'.00 ; ll'orelsn, '4-l!O.
fifty miles o.f the Arctic Circle, the soil was found
BOW To 811:ND HONEY - .A.t OUJ' ri•k ••nd P . 0.
to be frozen to within eight inches of the surface
.l,fonf>J Order, Cbeck or Resletered Letter; remlttanwhen the first clearing was made and the moss relll a117 other way are at your rlall, We accept Poatap ·
moved in the summer of 1900. The ice layer has
ltamp1 the eame aa cash. When nndlns lllver wrap
the Coln ln a aeparate plece of paper to aTeld cuttin•
now receded to a depth of six or seven feet.
the eavelope. Write your aame ud addreH plalnl7,
A well was dug some time ago to a depth of
.t.ddn11 lettara ie
twenty-five feet on land on the lower Yukon River
HARRY
E.
WOLFJ',
which had been under cultivation about ten years
• uPF &. weur, :r,...
and no permanent ice· encountered.
Publisher, Inc.,
IIIIAriee •, l!f;rlander, 8..,
}
The presence of this frozen subsoil is not withL. -., Wllala, Tr•••
166 W. 23d St., N. Y,
,,
out advantage in the interior of Alaska, where
the rainfall is light and dry seasons sometimes
prevail. At such times the moisture from below
is brought to the roots of plants by capillarity and
crop production is assured.
WHAT IS A .MAN WORTH
••
Georgine Ludin, says a medical journal, has
analyzed us, declaring that "we are made of
soap (fat), iron, sugar, lime, phosphorous, magnesium, potassium and sulphur," all having a to"Where did you get that cigar?" "Somebodv
tal value of 98 cents to the individual. That be- gave it to me." "A friend?" "I don't know yet.;,
ing so, no one hereafter can "look like 300 cents.''
"Has Tom given up paying attention to Matilda?" "Ya-as." "What! Jilted her?" "No,
A NEW METHOD OF FOOLING FISH
·
A new method of fooli:11'.g the fish has been dis- married her."
covered by the owner of a fishing boat in Ber"Why this hush, this elaborate tiptoeing
wickshire, Scotland. He u ses a net dyed the hue
of the sea, and-the result has always been a much about?" "S-sh ! Mother is getting ready to ask
better catch. A convincing test was -recently father for a little extra money."
made when a fleet of sixty-five fishing craft com"You're kinder to dumb animals than you are
peted. One of the bo'hts used nets dyed blue, and
the others the usual brown nets. The blue nets to me, your wife." "Well you try being dumb,
and see how kind. I'll be."
in every test bagged the most fish.
·
"Have you any nice beefsteak this morning?"
"Sure. Here's some steak as tender as a woman's
SUBMARINES WILL HELP SALVAGE
heart." "Give me a pound' of sausage."
SUNKEN SHIPS
One of the latest methods devised for the reIf your leg is loose get it tightened before the "'(
covery of sunken treasure is that of an European
company which seeks to use submarines to gain table tips and breaks your dishes. All work guaran entrance to the interior of the vessels wherein anteed.-Futniture repairer's ad. in the Bremerrepose the chests of gold. When the wreck has ton Evening S earchlight.
been definitely located, a submarine will be
brought to the scene and sent down to discharge - "Freddy, you shouldn't laugh out loud in the
a topedo into that part of the sunken vessel school-room," exclaimed teacher. "I didn't mean
where the treasure lies. Once that portion of the to do it," apologized Freddy. "I was smiling,
ship is1 opened, a ·mechanical octopus will be low- when all of a sudden the smile busted."
ered to grasp the treasure chest in its tentacles.
Wife-An' phwy do yez be takin' thim pills
The octopus is probably the most ingenious part
of the entire scheme. It will be equipped with when yez are well again? Husband-Faith,
immense searchlights, a cabin, observation ports would ye be afther havin' me let a dollar'& worth
and periscopes so that those within may guide it of pills go to waste? It's a thriftless family 01
married into, sure.
to the treasure.
A number of engineering difficulties will be encountered, one of which will be to keep the tor"So you want to join our company?" said the ~
pedo from destroying the treasure chest when it theatrical manager to the seedy-looking appliblows up the steel sides of the ship. We as- cant. "In what places have you ever appeared?"
sume that the engineering company that is pro- "Well," replied he, "my last engagement was with
moting the scheme has taken all such difficulties 'The Blot on the 'Scutcheon.' " "What character
into consideration, however.
did you act?" "I was the Blot."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
18 INCHES OF HAIL FELL
"Thousands of animals perished in a hailstorm
in the region of Esquias, Honduras, June 9. In
the valleys and mountains hail fell to a· depth of
eighteen inches.

A FEAT OF MEMORY
Herr Otto Schrader of Berlin is the possessor
of a freak memory. The German Meteorological
,Society tested it recently. "What was the
weather on Nov. 26, 1890 ?" Schrader was asked.
"It was clear before dawn; in the afternoon it became cloudy, with snow flurries. The temperature was · two or three degr~es below freezing
point," answered Schrader.
The scientists
checked him up and found that he was right.
STOCKINGLESS BATHERS NOT LADIES
Capt. James H. Gillen of the Coney Island police, who recently ruled all bathing suits off the
new boardwalk, sent out a plea to bat!\ house proprietors to put up signs requesting women not to
~ go on the beach without stockings.
There is a regulation covering nearly every
other article of bathing apparel except the stocking. Stockings are optional, but the police of
Coney Island object to their absence and hence
have asked the bath house proprietors to do what
they can to make women bathers wear them.
"If they don't wear 'em," said Captain Gillen,
, "we can't do anything about it-but they're not
ladies."
CONCERNING MOONL~GHT

It is probable that very few persons are-aware

of the fact that the full moon gives several times
more than twice the light of the half moon. They
may be still more surprised to learn thal the ratio
is approximately as nine to one.
Stebbins and Brown, taking advantage of the
extreme sensitiveness to light. of a selenium cell,
measured the amount of light coming from the
moon at different phases, with the result above
entioned. The reason for the 'r e.markable diffe1·~
ence shown is to be found in the varying angles
of reflection presented by the roughened surfaces of our satellite to the sun. The moon is
brighter between first quarter and full than between full and last quarter.
CURIOUS LENSES
It is reported that, after many years of experimentation, a French scientist has succeeded
by using glass shells filled with fluid, ·in producing optical lenses said to be as good as the best
massive glass lenses in present use, and of much
greater size.
The importance of such an invention in the
eid of astronomy is obviously great. The average large lens manufactured out of massive
glass for astronomical . purposes has a diameter
of about one and a half meters, a_nd it requires a
period of several years to make it, while the price
1s much in excess of $100,000. Such a lens, it is
claimed, may be manufactured by the French

process mentioned in a few weeks, at a cost of
from $500 to $750. Lenses of smaller diameter
for photographic purposes, for opera glasses,
reading glasses, etc., can be produced, it is said,
at correspondingly smaller cost.
The lens consists of a fluid substance inclosed •
between two unusuallr hard· glass surfaces, similar to what crystals, m which the reflective powers and other characteristic properties are so
chosen that the glass surfaces not only serve to
hold the flu.id but also combine with the fluid to
overcome such defects as are scarcely to be
avoided in ordinary lenses. It is for this reasol\
also that the lens is achromatic.
50 RATS ARE WOMAN'S PETS
A complaint lodged with the health officer of
Jersey City revealed recently that residents of
the Greenville section of Jersey City have been
congregating nightly in the vicinity of 266 Old
Bergen Road, where some half hundred rats have
been frolicking away the dull hours of the evening on the roof of the two-story frame dwelling
which occupies the premises.
The rats, huge, gray, bewhiskered old fellows,
few under ten inches from tip of nose to base of
tail, were plainly visible from the roadway,
swarming over the shingled roof, climbing up the
screens in the windows of the upper dwelling, or
balancing precariously on such bits of furniture
in the interior as were visible in the deepening
twilight.
.
An investigation by Health Inspector Edward
F. Doran in the upper tenement revealed that
Mrs. Mary Tobin, who occupies it with her husband, had made the rats welcome some months
ago and was providing them with food and wat.er,
they furnishing her with entertainment and· diversion in return.
Mrs. Tobin told the inspectors that she buys
her pets nine loaves of bread each day-testimony which was amply borne out by the several
pans of broken loaves found scattered about the
house for the convenience of the rodents. She
sometimes varies their diet with a little condensed milk, but they for the most part seemed
to be content with the bread except on such oc- .
casions as they nibbled away at the brim of Mr.
Tobin's derby hat or polished up their incisors on
his winter overcoat, all of which bore evidences
of their attention.
In addition to this the rats had chewed holes
in the floor, gnawed the shingles off the roof, bitten holes in the mattress and provided themselves
generally and generously with emergency exits,
-l-Ook-out stations, trysting places and sun parlors.
The complaint was made by Nicholas Roehrenbeck of Roehrenbeck & Sullivan, proprieto:rs of a
tinsmith shop on the ground floor of the building.
Mr. Roehrenbeck said the other day that he had
not noticed the rats until a few months ago when
the:y became obnoxious. He had constTucted an ingenious tin trap and baited it with cheese and rat
poison, but could not entice any of the intruders
down from their diet of bread and condensed milk.
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INTERESTING NEWS- ARTICL~S
F RENCH VILLAGE GETS DRUNK
Scenes reminiscent of the French revolution
were enacted in the little village of Quievrechain
near Lille, when nearly every one in town became riotously drunk on quinquina, a French
liquor, discovered leaking from a 3,000 gallon
tank ca:f.
Workmen discovered the leak in the car which
was on a siding. Word spread throuh the village. Men, women and children came running
with buckets and pans. Hundreds, rapidly intoxicated by the potent liquor; staggered through the
streets.
Gendarmes arrested eight ringleaders, but the
tank car had been emptied.
NEW RECORD IN T.REE PLANTING
More than 6,200,000 forest trees, or enough to
reforest about 6,000 acres of land, have been
planted this spring by private owners of forest
land in Pennsylvania, Chief State Forester Major
R. Y. Stuart announced recently, declaring this
the largest number of trees planted on private
forest land in any one year in the history of the
State. Among the 1,600 private planters who set
out trees were .. farmers, lunibel"men, water companies, mining companies and municipalities.
Berks county leads all others in the number of
forest trees planted, 108 persons setting out 335,000 trees. Indiana county leads the other counties.
MOUNTAIN FL YING ·
Consideration has been given to the possibility
of aerial observations in the Himalayas. The
range, it appears, has only six peaks above 27,000
feet high, and an aviator flying at about 23,000
or 24,000 feet should have no difficulty in crossing
if the highest peaks were avoided, while if he
chose certain of the gorges an altitude of some
19,000 feet would suffice. The greatest of the
many obstacles to be encountered is the mountain sickness, which occurs in the highest altitudes through deficiency of o;x:yigen. The gradual climber, going afoot, is less handicapped in
this respect than the aviator rising suddenly
from sea level in his machine. On the other hand,
the pedestrian has :rmtre fatigue to undergo, and
this practically equalizes matters.
LITTLE - SOUTH ATLANTIC
ISLAND .
Few globetrotters have watched the snowclad
peak of Tristan da Cunha lifting over the horizon.
It is far from the liner track, an almost forgotten
backwater in a busy world. But Cape Town is
the gateway of the southern seas and a few_
weeks ago I sailed from that port to see Tristan.
Seven days steaming over unfrequented ocean
and we arrived at our destination. Six months
had passed since a vesesr called at the island,
and we knew that the inhabitants would be short
of flour and many other necessities.
The Rev. Rartyn Rogers, the young clergyman
who volunteered to go to Tristan and who has
been living there for- twelve months now, told

A

me of the hardship~ of his parish. They had not
eaten bread for weeks. The last potato crop had
been almost destroyed by drought. Many cattle
had died during the winter through lack of pasturage. Milk had been scarce. In a few weeks
fish and seabirds' eggs would have been the staple diet.
Landing at Tristan calle~ for great skill and
the captain wisely decided to leave .the work of
getting the stores ashore in the hands of the islanders. Naval cutters and whalers carried the
bales and cases to a place near the shore, where
everything was transshipped into island boats.
In one of these canvas craft I shot in through
the breakers and grounded on the black volcanic beach. It was a picturesque scene. With
the sun swinging low work went ofl at high pressure.
by· a range of cliffs, the landing place
Back
is a vivid memory. A group of -.swarthy women
waited to help the boats ashore. A boat, heavily
loaded, came racing in, the man at the steering
oar shouting in the drawling twang of the Tris- 'tan dialect. The painter was flung out; a do.zen
women strained together and before another
wave could break the precious stores were safe.
Everything went up a rough path, through a
miniature gorge, to the settlement. The stores
were packed in amazing carts, rude wooden tumbrils with two wheels, drawn by oxen, with the
Boy Scouts of Tristan acting as "voorloopers."
That night intense white pencils of light-the
The
cruiser's searchlights-swept the beach.
work went on.
Every one who calls at Tristan is bound to
meet Bob Glass. He is a tanned, wiry man o-f
60, with a mustache and blue eyes. World rover,
soldier, sailor, whaleman and adventurer, he is
a grandson of "Governor" Glass, who founded the
settlement over 100 years ago. Wearing his Bper
war medals, Bob Glass is the first man to board
a r,assihg ship. He presents the visitors' book, a
vo ume containing the names of vessels that have
called at Tristan for scores of years. Bob ill'
something of a scholar and keeps the records o-f
the island.
He himself is a living repository of informa,.
tion abou~ the queer settlement.
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Joseph Jln1erson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parents
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my achooling. With teau in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work- for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccessfol man than he was.
But no I My mind· was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
. That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
wa • being paid only for the work of m)f hands. My
brain didn't count.
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salary envelope would ahow how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 300% a;reater than
it was when I began my studies, That increase has
meant a better home and all the luxurie, that make
life worth. while.
What I have. done, you can do. For I am -just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.
every man who is earning lesa than $15 a
week, I aay simply this:-Find out what th,
I. C. S. can do for ;you/
HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
came across the story of a·man just like myself.
and mail the coupon. Bqt that one simple act may
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
change your whole life.
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
If I hadn't taken that first step four year • ag~
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today I
cet out of the rut by training himself to become . No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
expert in some line of work.
a week, either I
So he got in touch with the International Corre- - - - - - TEAR OUT HERE - - - - - - apondence Schools at Scranton and started to .study
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCIE SCHOOLS
in -his spare time at home. It was the turn m ~c
Box «90·B. Seranton, Penna.
road fqr him-the beginning of his success.
0
lhtw~i:1~~!nc:~t fi tb~11:tt}~i ::;::: ~.';i1fchmi
:::'i:f,w
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
udnen
Salesmanship
nduatrlal.!.1Kna11emont
Manaiement
Adnrtl!inl'
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
Personnel OreanlzD.Uon
Better Letters
Traffic
Manacemcut
rorelan Trade
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
Bualno•• Law
Stenoi:raphy and T.n>lns ·
anldn11 and l3ankln11 Law
told of a man who, through spare time study, lifted
Uuslneu Enclllb
0
himseif from $25 to $75 a week. It made an iml~~~::fJ/·A.)
Clerk
Sookkee1>tn1
,
Common School BubJeeta
pression on me because it talked in terms I could
Private Becretar1
..
Bf1b School 8Ubjoct1
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
Bu1lne51 Spanlab D J'roncb
lllustratlng
D Cartoonln•
I could do as well.
I
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
E!ectrlcal Enclnetrlna
Archltect
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
11 1
1
~ ;~~~1:;1 ~~ :i~eer .
~~fr;~~t~d•i~,dcr
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
Mechanical Dnftaman
Architectural Draftsman
M&.ehine Shop Practice
Concrete Bullder
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
Ra1lroad Poattlons
Structural Endneer
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up
Oas Engine Operatlnc
Plumblnc and Hoatlns
Clfll Enstneer
Chemhitrv D Pbarm1c7
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
• Buneytnc and lla~plnc
Automobile Work
Met&llurgy
D Minlnc
Navigation
I was surprised to find out how fascinating a
Stu m En1ineertnr
Aioiculture and Poultry
Radio
D Airplane En&lneo
thematlca
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
Name .•••••••••••••..••...•• •········ ·························· ··············· ........................ _
srowing. I knew ther9 was a bigger job waiting Street
1~0-23
Address ••••wunn o••,.••.. ••••un•-n ...... " .. ............ ,., ....a. ....u .. ,, ........ ..........,..
for fi!C somewhere.
Four months after I~nrolled my employer came Clt:, ... ..... ...... ·.....................................Stata ..... ......................................
S- me and told me thal" he always gave preference Occupatlon........... ...... ......... ........ ............... ..... ....... ..... ..
.. men wh~ 1tudied their jobe-and that my next
Per,on, redding fn Osnad• ,iotd4 ,end t~il ooa:pon to '1ll /nternll•
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KRUGER'S
HIDDEN GOLD
DISCOVERED
South Africa is
excited
greatly
over the reported
discovery in the
Pietersburg dis~ "
trict of a vast
gold
of
sum
which Paul Kru0
ger, late President of the Transvaal, is said to
have buried in
his flight to Delagoa Bay and
Europe, a b o u t
twenty years ago,
to escape capture
by the British.
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MAIDEN,
PRETTY
will
$40,000,
wortb
WIDOW,
ATTRAGTIVE YOUNG
money, was ceClub, Box 55, Oxford, Fla.
mp.rry. Club, Box 1022. Wirhita, Kwsas.
in the
BEAUTIFUL GIRL, 20, with $90,000, will marry. H., SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF '10SES. Ell)'l)tlon mented
secrets. Black art. other rare books. Cat.a.lac tree. hold of the bark
League, Box S5, Toledo, Ohio.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country. Star Book Co., 7R2S, 1!2 Federal St., Camden, N. J.
Dorothea, which
Thousands Wealthy wlshlo,: PRETTY MAIDEN, wealthy but lonely, will marry.
Established 19 Years.
01uh, Box 55, Oxford. Fla.
sank on Tenedos
Eady Ma.rriage. Confldentlal. Free. The Old Reliable
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send Reef, off the ZuClub. Mrs. \\"ru hel, Box 26, Oakland, Callf.
J".~J E:0 Cl~rlli't.!~t~p~:: Te~2~i:,nt:!rti0~:tctiy.Ch&racter Studies, 1515 Maaonlo l u land coast
~~n.V.0~25f
twenty
:;&lc;a';::te7d.c.·-=,---.,,.---=.,..-,=~-,---~-- -~--- . WEALTHY, preU,y, a!l'ectlonate girl, would marry. about
61 ~~•L~~iu':~r~~l~~'.008ht~:ely, will marry. H . , Box Oh~!~lte, enclosin1 envelope. Doris Dawn, South Euclld y ears ago.
This
3
has
which
money,
HANDSOME BACHELOR, worth $35,000, ,vant.s wife.
SONGWRITERS
·f. P .. Box S5, League, Tolado, Ohio.
recovFOll'A SONG-We compose music. n ever been
WORDS
THE
WRITE
HANDSOME LADY or moans; would marry If suited.
.L.
Submit your poems to us at once. New ·York Melody e red, so far as is
(Stamp. ) Violet, Box 787, Dennison, Ohio.
Corporation, i05 E. Roman Bid11., New York.
known, is said to
HUNDREDS aeektnc m11rrlace. It sincere enclose ata.mp.
Mrs. F. WIiiard, 2028 Broadway, Chlc&10, Illinois.
T OBACCO HABIT
h ave been shipped
beautiful TOBACCO or Snutr B&bit cured or no pay. $1.00 It b y Kruger previ•
IF LONESOME exchange iolly letters with Box
908,
Moore,
cured. Remedy 1e11t OD trial. Supe,z:ba Co., PC.
ladies and 'f't'ealthy 1entlemen. Eva
• 0 us to 1904.
llcuo11,111e, Fla. (Stamp).
B&!Umore, :r.l"-
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KRUGER'S
HIDDEN GOLD
DISCOVERED
South Africa is
excited
greatly
over the reported
discovery in the
Pietersburg dis~ "'
trict of a vast
gold
of
hem ,.~.:: sum
How and Where to n
21 Como • ulldlN. Chloaao which Paul KruModol Publlahlna: co..
ger, late President of the Transvaal, is said to
have buried in
his flight to Delagoa Bay and
Europe, a b o u t
twenty years ago,
to escape capture
by the British.
The JohannesWrite to Riker & Ki11g, Adr1ertisi11g- Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madiso11 Street, Chicago, for partictdars abotlt advertising in this mapui11e. burg correspondent of the LonPERSQNAL-Continued
AGENTS WANTED
don Times, who
LONELY LITTLE FLAPPER, tlroo llvln~ alone, ,ery
AGENTS WANTED-BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES.
wealthy, wants m arriag e. 1G6 Mission Unity Club.
sends the story,
Etery owner buys Gold InlUa.ls for hls auto. You San Francisco, Calif. (Stamp, please).
says that gold
chars• $1.50, make $1.85. Ten, ordera dally easy. Write LOKESOME? Ge\. a ,'(IU&inted. l will help you.. My
tor part.1cul&rs and free sa.ru.ples. American },:[oboa:ram
and coins,
bars
methods insure confttleuce. Hundreds seekltli: matri1.
N.
Orange,
East
171,
Dept.
Co.,
mony. Jufonnation free, st.a.mp, please. Mrs. J!""ranz, 947
comprising part
.A GENTS-200% PROFIT, WONDERFUL LITTLE AR· Alontana. St., Chlc&1:o.
Carry
wildfire.
like
aells
;
ew
n
Som.ethinc
TICLE.
of the fortune of <
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Princess OICfE world famous
rlcht in pocket. Write a.t once for free sample. Alhoro&eopes. Get your's today. Don.'t, lleil_&y. Sf!nd tun
K r u g e r , have
bert Kill,._ Manlll'er, 9699 American Lulldhli, Clnoln- blrthtlate and 10c, K Okie, 209 West 139th St., New
·"•tl. Ohio.
b e e o recovered.
York. N. Y.
The legend of
PAPER-20th yeu. Bia Issue with deocrlpM!~J=. $~~i~~~t:.1L;M::;Ilip=~~ {,~,:~5 co~:!1~~ MARRIAGE
NQ
tlons, photo9, names aud addruses. 25 l'ent.s.
sion. Your pay datly. We dellnr and collect. Amer"the Kruger milican Eacle Raincoat Co., 155 No. Union St., DepL 318, other fee. Sent sealed. Box 2265 R, Boston, Ma.ss.
lions" was once
MARRY-Free photo&"HJ)hS, dlrectory and Uc1erJptlona
Chlcaco.
of wealthy members. P ay when married. New Plan
a favorite topic
Co.. Dopt. 36. l{ansu CHy, Mo.
FOR SALE
of discussion here
L»to
LANDSEEKERSI Opportunity awaits you In one or MARRY-Many $1,000 to $2,000. 00 \la1.J\1~ :
Smlth. Box
parLkulars. plain sealed for st.amp.
and in South Aflower Mlohtcan'er, best. counties; 20, 4:0, 80 ao. tra.cta·
only $10 to $50 t.lown; bal. long time. Near thrivin, 1167K, Denver, Colo.
rica, but it has
8 1
~~i te~ ~1~ve;t•~at!nro~~~tfo1~dayS~%frrrei!1:Jt~c~~
been almost for_Ml268 First Nat'I Bank Bldg., Chicago.
gotten in recent
MARRY IF LONELY; "Homo Maker"; hundreds rich,
HELP WANTED
years.
conft.dentlal: rella.ble; years experltmce ; descrlpt1on1
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men an<Ywomen free. '"Xbe Succe11ru1 Club", Bo> 556, Oakland, CaliRecovery of the
for secret lnvcstfgatlon ln your dbtrlct. Write C. 't. fornia.
_Ludwle. 521 \Vestover Bld&",. Kansas City, Mo.
fabled fortune of
th
1
M1:irT;ii~n~ ~!~~G ~a~ ,!\~T~!',.;1ed':i Th~~~;h..:;:
Kruger,
P au I
Dept. 54:5, hansas Clt.Y. Mo.
who left an estate
MARRY RICH -World's Leading Correspondence Club
!or lonely pooplc. Many worth to H00,000. Quick
valued at $3,750,MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
Result• Guaranteed. Confttlentlal list J I U:E. Honor000, has been the
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., aro wanted for publi- able Rolph Hyde, 262, San FranciRCO, ct11r.
cation. Sulnnlt MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515 MAR RY: Thouaands conaenlal people, worth from
goal of adventur. _Hannibal, Mo.
$1,000 to $50,000 sceklnc early marrtaie. descriptlons.
and commerphotos, introductlona tree. Sealed. Either sex. Send ers
PERSONAL
syndicates
cial
no money. Addreu Standard Cor. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
RAISE YOUR WINE GLASSES AND DRINK a toast
some time.
1ih.~toJa:Sn:! for
in •·v. R." (Americanized Vin Roug-o) . Looks, tastes M!~rii»i~':i~.leF:::. b1Ja~~~ald~~~c7.
Pooular for cnte.rt.a.lnlnv guests. CIIY, Mo.
More th~n $3,Jtke reiular wlne.
Mixed dry, all reB£1y for 200 drhu<s, $1.00, carrlai:e ~I AR RY RICH-World's Leedlng Corre1pondmce Club
000,000 in gold,
paid. L . McQueen Co. , Box 724, Cinclnna.U. 0.
for lonely people. Many worth to $400,000. Quick
representing the
ATTRACTIVE WIDOW, 23, with money, will marry. Results Guaranteed. Confl:dentiaJ llst FRElt. Honorable Rtjph lIYcte, 166. San Francisco, Calif.
F .• Box 35, League., Toledo. Ohio.
bulk of Kruger's
4'TTRAGTIVE YOUNG WIDOW, worth $40,000, will PRETTY MAIDEN, wealthy but lonely, wlll marry.
money, was ceClub, Box 55, Oxford, l?la.
m,arry. Club, Box 1022. Wl<hlta, Kanaas.
in the
BEAUTIFUL GIRL, 20, with $30,000, will marry. H., SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF ,osES. Eaptlan mented
free.
Cat.alas
books.
secrets. Black art, other rare
Leagu e. Box 85, Toledo, Ohio.
hold of the bark
St., Camden, N. J.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country. Stu Book Co., 7B23, 1!2 Federal
Dorothea, which
Thousands Wealthy wlshlni- PRETTY MAIDEN, wealthy but lonely, will marry.
Established 19 Years.
Cluh, Box 55, Oxford, Fla.
sank on Tenedos
Early Marriage. Confidential. Free. The Old Reliable
_Club. Mrs. \\"ruhel, Box 28, Oakland, Calif.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send Reef, off the Zu300 and birth date to Character Stud1ea, l:'ilS Masonic
0
1 u land coast
E-:o~:?c1ii.rl~t.!~ ~p~:: Te.mole, New York City.
~25':
~
elated.
t w en t y
. WEALTHY, pretty, atrectlona.te girl, would marry. about
GIRL, 20, wortll $30,000, lonely, will marry. H., Box Oh~~~ite, enclosin1 envelope. Doris Dawn, South Euclld, years ago.
This
35, Leacue, Toledo. Ohio.
money, which has
HANDSOME BACHELOR, worth $35,000, want.. wire .
SONGWRITERS
·I P .. Box 85, League. Toledo, Ohio.
never been recovWRITE THE WORDS FOWA SONG-We coml)Ose music.
HANDSOME LADY of means; would marry If suited.
Submit your poems to us at once. New ·York Melody ered, so far as is -'(Stamp.) Violet, Box 787, Dennison, Ohio.
Corporation, 405 E. Roman Bids., New York.
known, is said to
HUNDREDS seoklnc marriace. It alncere enclose stamp.
Mrs. F. Willard, 2928 Broadway, Chlcaro. Illinois.
TOBACCO HABIT
have been shipped
IF LONESOME oxcha~e jolly letten with beautiful
TOBACCO or Snuff H&blt cured or no P&J'. $1 .00 If by Kruger previ•
cured. Remedy aont oo trtaL Superb& Co., PC.
ladies and Yt'ealthy 1entlemen.. Eva Moore. Box 908.
' ous to 1904.
Baltimore, !411.
llcuon,1110, Fl&. (Stamp).
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~BJurlie9to
AdJwted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to lsochroniam
Adjwted to Poeidona

Only One Dollar Down will ·buy this
masterpiece of watch manufacture.
The balance you are allowed to pay in
small, easy; monthly· payments. The
Burlington - a 2Hewel Watch- is
• sold to vou at a pi;i_ce much lower than

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewell
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Montgomery Railroad Dial
New Ideas in Thin Cuee

that of other, high-grade watches.
Besides, you have the selection of the
finest thin model dei;igns and latest
styles in watch cases. Don't delay l
Write for the FREE Watch Book and
our SPECIAL OFFER today.

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this coupon. Find out about
this great special offer which is being made for only a limited time. You
. will know a great deal more about watch buying when vou read this
book. You will be able to "steer clear"
of the over-priced watches which
Burlington Watch Company
arc no better~ Remember, the
Dept, B-109, 19th St. and Marshall Blvd., Chicas•
Burlington is sent to you for only One
Canadian Addreaa: 62 Albert st.. Wlnnlpea, Manitoba
Dollar down, balance in small monthly
Please send me (without oblia:ations and prepaid) vour free
book on watches with full explanation of your $1.00 dopayments. Send the coupon for watch
offer on the Burlinston Watch.
book and our special offer TODAYl
IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII . . .

·Burlington Watch Company
Dept. B-109 , 19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Chicaa:o
Caaadlaa Acldreu: 62 Albert S&reet, WIDnlpq, Manitoba

Name-------

-------------.-

_________________..,_.

Add,... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_

...

•
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
.

ISSUES - Young Wild West and "Mesquite Monte"; or, Tbe
\Vorst Greaser in Arizona,
·
" Defe nding ThP Camp; or, Arletta and tbe
MIU!ked R aiders.
" and the Cherokee Cb let; or, The Redskin s' LA st
Fl{tbt.
" es a Scout; or. Saving tbp Emigrant Train.
Running the. Ranch: or, Arlette's Game Fight.
" end "Cbappnral Chick"; or, 'l'he .Bandits of
the Foothills.
" encl the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
Shot.
" encl the Cowboy MIIJlonalre; or, Hemm~ed In
by EnPmles.
" in the "Land of Dead Things"; or, A'rlette and
the Vultures.
" Lightning Leap ; or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
" ln the Golilen Valley; or, Arletta's I ndian Sl.1rn.
i"
Markpd Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'l'hleves.
" and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
" Almost Beaten; or, Tbe Secret of the Blasted
- - LA.TEST

1043
10!4
1045
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052

1<ma
lOM
1055
1056

10117

1008 .. B!J~f;, Hunt: or,
1059 " at Bollvnr Bntte;
1060 "
1061

"

1062

"

1063

"

1064

"

106:1
1066

"
"

1067 "

1068 "
1069

"

1070

"

1071

"

1072

"

1073

"

l(Yr-1
1075

"
"

1076

"

1077

"

1078

"

1079

"

1080

"

For

f>ddreu
poataire

ArlPt.ta'R A~Ucle.
or, Tbe Camo Tbat Was Run
bv "Bn,1" Men.
I
and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arletta and tlle
Apncbe Amb1isb.
and the Cowgirl Queen; or, Tbe Clean-up at
Ra.nrb Forty.
and the Indian Agent: or, Arletta's Daring
Expose.
,
"
an<l the Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot That
llfacle a Friend.
ancl the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Alternntlve.
.
end "Spotted Snm"; or Trailing a Halfbreed.
Scrimmafl,'e In Mexico; or, Arletta and the Vaquero Dand:v.
'
Balking the "Bad'' Men; or, Saved by tbe Clever
(;hinee.
•
F'
LPndlne: tlw Cowboys; or, Arietta s 1g bt With
the Rustlers.
Ontwlttlng the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dlck'11 De•
fl.an<'P.
Pursuing the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Red·
skin Princess.
.
and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gan g of
the Gulch.
an<l the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
Figbtlnt? the Fire Fiends; or, · Savlng a Herd
of C'nttle.
DPnth Drnw; or. Arletta Duninir the DPsperadoes.
anil the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the i::ettlement.
Stakine: a Tenderfoot; or, Arietta nnd tbe Griz·
zly Bear.
.
Roping the "Gbost Dancers"; or, Spoil 1ng an
Indlnn Outbreak.
.
Capturing a Claim; or, Arletta nnd the Gold
Pocket.
Rnil the Deadwood Dead shot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard to B<'at.
RPsculng a Ranchma;n; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys ..
••le by all newadealen, er will "!>• •ent to ~n,
on receipt o-t price, 7c per copy, la money ••
• tamp •, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publlabei', Inc.,
118 West 23d Street,
New York City

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price 85 c-ta Per 6opy
Thia book contains all the mo1t recent cbanire• in the
method ot construction and • u bmlssion ot • cenartoa.
Sixty I,euons, coTertng every phase of 1cenarlo writ•
bur. For sale by all Newsdealers' anli• Bookatores.
It- you callllot procure a copy , aend u1 the price,
Iii oenta, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you one, postage tree. Addreaa
L. 8ENAB.ENS, 119 Seventh A.Ye~ New York, N . Y.

•

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 1.
BOOK. -

NAPOLEON'S

ORAClJLUM

AND

DREAM

Containing tbe great oracle of hum:rn d estiny ;
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreums,
together wltb charms, ceremonies and curious games of
cards.
~
No. 2. now TO DO TRICKS. - 'l'he great book ot
magic and card tricks, containing full Instructions on
!]II leading cnrd tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical illuRfons as performed by our leading magicians; every hoy siJould obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. now TO :t,'LIRT. - 'l.'he arts and wiles of
flirtation al'e fulJly explained by this littie book. Be~ides tbe various methods of handkerchief, fan, glove,
parasol, window ancl hat flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 6. HOW TO l\lAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to
love, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice,
rules and etiquette to be observed, with runny curiou s
and Interesting things not generally known.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIR-DS.-Handsomely illustrated and containing full instructions for the management ancl training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
blackbird, pa ro(Juet, parrot, etc.
No. 10.-11.ow '.l'O BOX.-Tbe art of self-defense made
easy. Containing over thirty illustrations of guards
blows ancl the clilTerent positions of a good boxer . Every
boy should obtain one of these useful and Instructive
hooks, as it will teach you bow to box witllout an ins tructor.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most
complete little book, containing full directions for writIng love-letters, and whe n to use them, giving specimen
letters for young and old.
_
No. 13.-HO\V TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETI- _.
QUETTE.-It Is a great life secret,' and one that every
fnou ~_g man desires to !mow about. There's happiness
1
No. 14. HOW TO l\lAl{E CANDY.-A complete bandhook for making all kinds of candy, Ice-cream, syrups,
essences, etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOl\fE BEAUTIFUL.-One of
the brightest and most valuable little books ever given
to the world.. Everybody wishes to know bow to be•
come beautiful, both male and ..female. The secret ts
simple and almost costless.
No. 20.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
-pABTY.-.A. most complete compendium of games, sports,
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor er drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for tbe money than any book published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXFLAIN DREAMS.-Tbls little
book glves the explanation to all kinds of dreams, togetbe!' with luckv and unlucky days.
0

'No. 24.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO OENTLE-

No. 25.

HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contaln-

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOME AN INfENTOR.-Every

IIIEN.-Contalnlng full directions for writing to gentle•
men on all subjects.

1ng full d!rectlons for all kinds of gymnastic sports and
athletic exercises. Eml;>racing tblrty-tlve Illustrations.
By Professor W. Macdonald.
No. 20. HOW TO ROW, SAJL'AND BUILD A BOAT.""
-Fullly illustrated. Full instructions are given In tW.
little book, together with Instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FOR-TUNES.-Every one Is
desirous of knowin~ what llls futul'e life w11! bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty,
You cnu tell by a glance at tbis little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
boy should know bow inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etr.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of tlle most Instructive
books on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
for cooking meats, fish, game and oysters; also plesJ
puddings, cakes ancl all kinds ot pastry, and ll grana
collection of recipes.
/
No. 83. HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the rules
end etiquette of good society and tbe easiest and moat
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
parties, balls, the theatre, churcch, and tn the draw•
Ing-room.
..,__
For • ale by all new1dealer1 or wtU I>• _ , to - , .

addreu on rec,e.lp& ol prlce, 10 oent • Per copy, la meaq
•'r postaire • tompo, b:,·

HARRY E. WOL}i'F. Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

